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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose 
The purpose of this service paper is to develop and 
evEiuate a second-grade arithmetic grocery store unit that 
wiJl provide meaningful experiences and systematic practices. 
Justification 
The grocery store was chosen as the subject of the ex-
perience unit because in this particular second grade twenty-
11 
thrJ~e of· the thirty-three pupils shop for their parents at 
thE neighborhood store. Also the grocery store unit is sug-
geEted in the Massachusetts course of study for the second 
1 
gr~;de. 
As a study of interest and experience for primary 
- grades~ the store has been suggested by the following 
2 3 
authors: Educational Policies Commission, Forest, 
1
Massachusetts State Department of Education, A Cu~­
riculurn Guide for Primary Grade Teachers., Bulletin of the 
De~artment of Education, 1949, Ch. 8, pp. 95-97. 
2Educational Policies Commission, Education for All 
Ame~ican Youth, National Education Association, Washington, 
D. 10., 1948, Ch. 3, p. 116. 
3
r. Forest, Early Years at School, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., New York, 1949, Ch. 7, pp. 156j Ch. 8, pp. 176. 
i 
I. 
Hi ~reth~ 1 Hockett 
!I 5 Sable~ Vaughan, 6 
2 3 
and Jacobsen, Lee and Lee, 
Wheat, 7 Wilson, 8 and Young. 9 
Pratt, 4 
In the above articles social s~udy procedures are 
strrssed and arithmetic ideas are listed, but no meaningful 
sys~ematic practices of individual children are shown during 
II 
theflworking time of the unit of experience. The writer 
:1 1G. Hildreth_, Child Growth through Education, The Ronald 
Press Company, New York, 1948, Ch. 6, pp. 92, 102. 
2 J. A. Hockett and E. W. Jacobsen, Modern Practices in 
the Elementa~y_ School, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938_, Ch. 5, 
p. ri-39. 
3 . J. M. Lee and D. M. Lee, The Child and His Curriculum, 
Apprteton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 2nd ed., 1950, Ch. 11, pp. 451, 
456. 
11 
4c. Pratt, I Learn from Children, Simon and Schuster, 
New•York, 1948~ Ch. 8, pp. 100, 106-107~ 111-112. 
II 
5I. Sauble~ nEnrichment of the Arithmetic Course, Utiliz-
ing Supplementary Materials and Devices," National Council of' 
Teaphers of Mathematics~ Sixteenth Yearbook, Bureau of Puo-
lic~tions~ Teachers College, Columbia University~ l9417 Ch. 8~ 
pp ·11183-184. 
6H. G. Wheat~ "Changes and Trends in Arithmetic since 
191P~n G. T. Buswell, Improving the Program in Arithmetic, 
The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1946, p. 5. 
7G. T. Vaughan and others} The Grocery Store, Grade I, 
Tea~hers Lesson Unit Series, Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
Col~ege, Columbia University, 1937, pp. 1-7. 
8M. B. Wilson, 11 Real Life Number Experiences," Normal 
Ins~ructor (May, 1948)~ Vol. 57, p. 20. 
9 
M. T. Young, "We Must First Look at the Child, tt 
Chi dhood Education (February., 1950), Vol. 26, No. 6, 
p. ~45. 
2 
l 'i .:::> -._ .... ,, · ...... 8 
"·".:"'-•'. 
I 
wi.s ~ es to meet individual needs oi' J:u.er second-graae eh.· ildren lj. ' ~ 
inea·.Jngi'ully threugh the systematic· pre;etices oi' aritl:unetiC. 
... 
I' in , his grocery store unit oi' expeJ:>ienee. 
. i -.{ 
. ! 
•I 
·ii 
CHA.PTER II 
: VIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND LITERATURE 
I 
l. Contrast of Basic Arithmetic Procedures 
I 
i There are two basic procedures in the teaching of ari th-
:1 . 
mei:ic: the traditional and the modern. The traditional cur-
!1 
riculum is organized on compartmentalized subject basis while 
the modern program is organized on child 1 s development princi-
ples. To understand one must recognize the differences as to 
(a), the content and objectives, (b) the learning development~ 
ancl[ (c) the classroom organization. 
A.. ~ontent and Objectives 
In the traditional procedure the subject matter and in-
terests are selected by the course of study. Each grade has 
I 
cer~ain content and objectives. The subject matter is graded. 
Sueltz says, nTraditional school is divided into grades 
in "hich children study such subjects as reading, arithmetic~ 
sci~nce and literature. These schools are divided into sec-
tio~s so that in each school grade pupil is expected to learn 
cerpain definite things. 111 
The teacher follows the teaching plan :Ln the course of 
e 1B. A. Sueltz, ttcurriculum Problems--Grade Placement, 11 
Ari~hmetic in General Education, National Council of Teachers 
of Iathematics, Sixteenth Yearbook, Bureau of Publications, 
Tea hers College, Columbia University, New York, 1941, Ch. 3, 
p. 4. 
stu~y. 11 Subject learned by direct and authoritative methods. ttl 
I 11Al· 
II 
I 
I 
The class as a whole is presented the subject matter. 
pupils have the same contact with the same material. 112 
The teacher drills the subject matter usually in abstract 
for~ to all the children. The objective is to have the chil-
dre~ master subject matter with speed and accuracy. 
Brownell says, 11Drill conception of arithmetic may be out-
lin9d as follows: Arithmetic consists of a vast host of unre-
lat9d facts and rel~tively independent skills. The pupils ac-
quire the facts by repeating them over and over again until he 
is ~ble to recall them immediately and correctly.tt3 
Bruechner and Lee4 agree with Brownell. 
'! The next topic is not introduced until the majority of 
theil class have mastered with speed and accuracy the required 
su ~ect matter. Teacher-made or courae of study achievement 
tes,fs are given to all the children at the same time to find 
out if they have reached the goals. Each topic is taught durin 
a s~ecial assigned arithmetic period. If the majority of. the 
1L.. J. Bruechner .and F. E. Grossnickle, How to Make .Rri th-
metic Meaningful, The John C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 
1947, Ch. 1, p. 18. 
2 J. M. Lee and D. M. Lee, The Child and His Curriculum, 
2nc edition, Appleton-Century-Croft·s, Inc., New York, 1950, 
Ch. 7, p. 233. 
3w. A. Brovmell, "Psychological Consideration of the 
Le~rning of Arithmetic, 11 Teaching of Arithmetic, The National 
Cot~cil of Teachers of Mathematics~ Tenth Yearbook, Bureau of 
Pullications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 
19~5, Ch. 1, p. 2. 
4Bruechner and Grossnickle, op. cit. 
Lee and Lee op. cit. 
5 
cl1 ss pass the test Lee says, "Subject closed with a backward 
lo( :k so-called 'review' and done with when f'inished. 111 
I Some courses of' study suggest interest correlated with 
nmber usage. Each is an end in itself'. There is little or 
no ef'f'ort to link the number system and related arithmetic to 
thE individual child's daily lif'e experiences. 
Brown says, "Little attempt was made to relate the ma-
terials and methods of' arithmetic to social and industrial 
life. " 2 
In conclusion the traditional content is the subject 
matter and interest in a course of' study prepared by a com-
,1 
mittee or publishing house f'or a particular grade. The teach-
er'~ objective is to have the majority of' the children in a 
par~icular grade master with speed and accuracy the required 
sub~~~·ect matter of' that grade. 
The modern arithmetic program is a systematic teaching 
met, od combining individual childre~' s abilities, interests, 
and needs with their daily lif'e experiences; and the·teach-
er'~ selections of' number f'ound in the f'irst, second, and third 
graie courses of' study. The subject matter is an integration 
of' hild study and courses of' study. The modern school ad-
jus~s itself to the child's development. Each child is an 
ind vidual. 
l Lee and Lee, op. cit., Oh. 6, p. 223. 
2 J. 0. Brown and L. Oof'f'man, How to Teach Arithmetic, 
Row and Peterson, New York, 1942, p. 132. 
6 
"The significant function of' the school in a democratic 
soc~ety is to provide meaningful experiences and materials 
IJ and a quality of' guidance that will insure the maximum psy-
chou..ogical development of' each young citizen,!! says McSwain. 1 
The child meets and uses mathematics meaningfully in so-
l 
ciaaly significant experiences. The school takes the child int~ the· colllllluni ty to learn or the coln1lluni ty is brought to 
! 
the school. 
none of' the most radical and undoubtedly one of' the most 
worthy ef'f'orts of' the modern school to depart f'rom the older 
trEdition is f'ound in the attempt to make social lif'e a part 
of' real lif'e~ to break down the old barrier which the school 
waJls formed between the interests of' the community and the 
2 
in 
1
frests of' the schools," says Forest. 
I Morton explains this purpose~ 
"The functions of' instruction in arithmetic~ then, 
are to teach the nature and uses of' the number system 
in the af'f'airs of' daily lif'e and to help the learner 
to utilize quantitative procedures effectively in the 
achievement of' his purpose, and those of' the social 
order of' which he is a part. This conception recognizes 
two major mutually related and interdependent phases 
namely, the mathematical and the social. Both are es-
. sential. tt3 
1E. T. McSwain, ItA Functional Program in Aritbmetic, 11 
G. T. Buswell, Improving the Program in Arithmetic, The Uni-
ve sity of' Chicago Press~ Chicago, Illinois, 1946, p. 12. 
2I. Forest, Early Years at School, McGraw-Hill Book 
Conpany, Inc.~ New York, 1949, Ch. 6, p. 126. 
3R. L. Morton, 11 The National Council Committee on Arith-
me!Jic,11 Xhe Mathematics Teacher (1938), 31: 267-268. 
l'f 
In other words Thiele says, 
ttThere has been an observable trend, in both theory 
and practice, toward the teaching of a meaningful arith-
metic which seeks to help children appreciate and utilize 
the interrelationships in the number system. In this 
program the social values of arithmetic have not been 
disregarded; in fact, they have been selected with greater 
care than formerly in so far as interest and comprehension 
of children are concerned. ttl 
I 
: Wheat agrees and says, 
ttThe idea of utility has been the determining 
principle of method in school arithmetic for a genera-
tion. It has been the parent stock from which have 
sprung the ideas and practices of social arithmetic. 
It has created the dogma that methods of learning must 
pattern after method of use. 11 2 
Bruechner says, 
"Studies were made to improve the quality of in-
structional materials, to adjust the gradation of topics 
more nearly to the facts known about child development, 
and to enrich and socialize instruction so that the 
work in arithmetic may be made increasingly more signifi-
cant to the pupils.n3 
The mathematical needs are worked out in experience units 
wi h the teacher and pupil working cooperatively. In an ex-
pe1ience unit there is a fusion of all subject matter. 
1 c. T. Thiele, 11Arithmetic in the Early Grades from the 
Pont of View of Interrelationships in the Number System, 11 
Ar thmetic in General Education, National Com~cil of Teachers 
of Mathematics, Sixteenth Yearbook, Bureau of Publications, 
Te1~chers College, Columbia University, New York, 1941, Ch. 4, 
p. 45. 
2H. G. Wheat, 11 Changes and Trends in Arithmetic since 
19 0, 11 G. T. Buswell, Improving the Program in Arithmetic, 
Th3 University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1946, p. 4. 
3L. J. Bruechner, 11 The Social Phase of Arithmetic In-
str-uction," Arithmetic in General Education, National Council 
of Teachers of Mathematics, Sixteenth Yearbook, Bureau of Pub-
li~ations, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 
19~1, Ch. 7, p. 143. 
8 
['I 
Sueltz says, "It is particularly important to formulate 
the aims and objectives in respect to arithmetic even if' 
IJ arithmetic is considered of' secondary importance to the 
1activities 1 and 'experiences. 1111 
I 
Lee says, "One of' the major functions of' arithmetic is 
to ~evelop exact thinking and expression in situations which 
I 
car. be best expressed quantitatively. 112 
The modern criteria is that the child understands and 
uses the mathematics meaningfully in his daily life. The 
nunber work is graded. The child must see sense, find rela-
tic nships--,;--dis9over meanings, and feel need of' the number in 
thE unit. The interest used in number experiences must be 
i 
thE child's. 
"In the meaningful program the goal is not to teach a 
ce1tain number of' specific combinations but rather to lead 
ch"ldren to acquire generalizations which enable them to think 
an~wers f'or many related combinations, 11 says Thiele. 3 
Concrete objects, visual aids and community resources 
arE used to make mathematics meaningful and socially sig-
ni icant. 
I The Stat.e of' Michigan Department of' Public Instruction 
st~~tes, 
,, 
1sueltz, op. cit., Ch. 3, p. 31. 
2Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 11, p. 452. 
3Thiele, op. cit., Ch. 4, p. 73. 
9 
I 
ttAritll..metic has both a mathematical and social aim. 
The mathematical aim is that of teaching the meaning of 
arithmetic. Both skills and ideas should be made sensi-
ble to children through the development of relationships. 
The social aim presents the meaning for arithmetic. 
Through this aim the children are led to see the nee~ 
and usefulness of this skill in their daily living. 11 
Other arithmetic authorities who are in agreement are 
11 2 3 4 5 6 Bruechner, Hanna, Lee, Spitzer, and Sueltz. 
1/ During the unit there is diagnostic testing. It is given 
to individual children to find their mental difficulties and 
sutject-matter errors. This is an interview diagnostic test 
between the pupil and teacher. Another type of test is not 
organized, but it is the teacher observing the child using 
I 
ar1Lhmetic in the neighborhood store and in the schoolroom 
moc.el grocery store. The teacher can make notes of needs 
anc later she and the pupil will work together to correct the 
errbrs. 
There is an assurance that the child knows what he does 
1state of Michigan, Department of Pubiic Instruction, 
ElEmentary Schools, Bulletin No. 306, 1938, Ch. 4, p. 121. 
2 Bruechner and Grossnickle, op. cit., Ch. 1, p. 1. 
3P. R. Hanna, ttopportunities for the Use of Arithmetic 
in an Activity Program,u Teaching of Arithmetic, National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Tenth Yearbook, Bureau of 
Pu1lications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 
19.:5, Ch. 5, p. 86. 
4Lee and Lee, op. cit., Oh. 11, p. 449. 
5H. F. Spitzer, The Teaching of Arithmetic, Houghton 
Mi flin Company, Boston, 1948, Oh. 3, p. 21. 
6sueltz, op. cit., Oh. 3, p. 24. 
:1.0 
'I I 
and;how he does it because the teacher sees the child in 
,I 
act~on. 
IIJ B. ~ature of Learning 
The traditional learning procedure is selected from a 
cou se of study containing graded subject matter and interests. 
The teacher directs the learnings to be mastered by all the 
cla?s as a whole. Often the subject matter is beyond the 
,j 
children's comprehension, interest, or use. The arithmetic 
is introduced and justified to the children rather than 
met~ods of learning by them. 
In the past Bruechner says, 11 Many topics were taught 
loY.Jf before the pupils had the mental maturity needed to 
master them without undue strain and tension, 111 and Bucking-
ha!l I says,. 11 The subject matter remained fixed 
1 grJ:'les one and two has been heavily weighted 
mai:brial. Hurrying the child too quickly to 
ca1.~es failure and unfortunate attitudes. 112 
and the curriculum 
with abstract 
the abstract 
The children are expected to master course of study 
itEms with speed and accuracy. This is accomplished through 
dr Jl o:f computations , the memorization o:f symbols . Al-
th<1~gh these computations are sometimes related, the teaching 
! 
as '/such is often overlooked. 
il 
~.. .I ~ lBruechner and Grossnickl~, op. cit., Ch. 3, p. 51. 
2B. R. Buckingham, 11When to Begin the Teaching of Arith-
me ic, 11 Childhood Education (May, 1935), 11: 340-341. 
' .. 
Guy M. Wilson set up a system in the number processes of 
gro~ps of ten 2 unit examples. These ten examples must be 
It mastered before the child can progress to the next group. 
Thi~ is accomplished through drill. 
Lee says~ 
"Arithmetic success in the past has been measured 
by the ability of the child to respond correctly to an 
enormous number of mechanical situations. The teacher 
has accepted this response as evidence. of child 1 s under-
standing ..•. There is little understanding of the numeri-
cal conc~pts; involved~ it is merely an automatic re-
sponse.".L 
Although the traditional courses of study have graded 
subpect matter and interests, there is no assurance that the 
I 
chi~d understands the processes or uses what he learns. The 
chi~d is told what to do and how to do it. 
The only learning evaluation is the spee.d and accuracy 
of ~he answers in the required subject matter taught. 
In a modern arithmetic procedure the child's learning 
is ~et by his abilities, interests~ and needs of the subject 
matter and practices in a mathematically meaningful and 
socially significant experience of his daily life. Before 
the learning can start there are two things the teacher must 
do:ll one~ study the child's background, abilities, interests, 
li 
I 
an~ needs; and two, examine first, second, and third grade 
co~rses of study for grade placement of subject matter. 
1Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 11, p. 450. 
::1.2 
1 2 3 4 Buckingham, Forest, Gray, and Young all agree that 
a c~ild 1 s age and background bear relationship to the ease 
I of' ~learning. 
It has been f'ound that little children do have number 
sen e before second grade. Sueltz f'ound at the age of' two 
and three years, normal children are developing ideas of' 
siz~, amount and number, and are making visual and mental as 
I 
wel as manual comparison. 
Brownell, 5 Lee~ MacLatchy, 7 Mott, 8 Polkingborne, 9 
1Buckingham,_ op. cit., pp. 341-343. 
2Forest, op. cit., Ch. 6, p. 118. 
3M. Gray, 11 0n Teaching Aritbmetic, 11 Childhood Education, 
Ass)ciation f'or Childhood Education International, Washington, 
D. D. (February, 1950), 26: 242. 
11 
4M. I. Young, 11We Must First Look at the Child, 11 Child-
hoo~ Education, Association f'or Childhood Education Inter-
nat~onal, Washington, D. C. (February, 1950), 26: 244. 
5 Sueltz, op. cit., Ch. 3, p. 33. 
il 6w. A. Brownell, The Development of' Children 1 s Number 
Ide~s in the Primary Grades, Supplementary Educational Mono-
gra'phs, No. 35, University of' Chicago, Chicago, 1928. 
I 7 
1 Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 11, p. 454. 
8 J. MacLatchy, 11 Number Abilities of' First Grade Children,n 
(Ma~, 1950), 11: 344. 
9s. M. Mott, ttNumber Concepts of' Small Children, 11 Mathe-
mat~cs Teacher (November, 1945), 38: 291-301. 
1.3 
Smi h, 1 and Stotlar2 have made studies ot primary grade childre 
and f'ound that they have many number abilities. 
"It has become customary to designate t};le early number 
exp~riences.of' very young school children under the heading 
of' 'number readiness.' In the strict sense of' the word the 
; 
I 
numtb€:?r learning of' f'ive and six-year-old children cannot be 
sep~rated f'rom that which is acquired when the ages of' seven, 
· ...,.t d · 11 · Tn· 1 3 eJ.g ,.,... an nJ.ne, says . J.e e. 
The background of' each child in the particular class 
shoQld be known. Standard intelligence tests give the child's 
I 
intelligence quotient and mental age. School records give 
I 
hea' th and f'amily inf'ormation. ~uestinning children will 
II 
giv~ their interests. Interview tests will tell what number 
!I 
wor~ is known and what mental processes are used. From this 
inf'lrmation the child's ureadiness 11 is known. 
As to the law of' readiness, the State of' Michigan Depart-
ment of' Public Instruction states, 11 that work shall not be 
undertaken which is beyond the pupil's understanding or which 
is ahead of' his current needs, a·f'irst grade teacher needs to 
I 
I! 1N. B. Smith, ''An Investigation of' the Uses of' Arithmetic 
in Ehe Out-of'-School Lif'e of' First Grade Children, 11 Elementary 
Sc}:. pol Journal (April, 1924), 24: 6)21-626. 
l 2c. Stotlar, 11Aritbmetic Conce~ts of' Preschool Children, 11 ElE entary School Journal (February, 1946), 46: 342-345. 
3Thiele, op. cit., Ch. 4, p. 46. 
.::l4 
det~rmine the status o.f the child's n1.m1ber knowledge." 1 
11 Readiness re.fers to the chlld 1 s knowledge o.f number. 
Gra~e placement re.fers to the expectant growth o.f a child 1s 
II 
numper knowledge. Grade placement was established by the 
Com~ittee o.f Seven through tests to .find a grade .for introduc-
ing topics to children with I. Q .• o.f 100. n2 
Bruechner Sf?-YS, 11.A.lthough the Committee o.f Seven is the 
mosv .far-reaching study to date on the gradation o.f arithmetic 
top~cs, there is at present no general agreement on the grada-
tioP. o.f the contents o.f arithmetic curriculum. 113 
Sueltz says, 11An intriguing approach to the problem o.f 
gra~e placement is through a study o.f pupil's interests 
act:vities to see whether certain interests persist .for 
'I 
4 
chi dren o.f given age. 11 
and 
II I uReal interest then is sel.f-motivated activity that takes 
pla¢e when a person has an active purpose o.f his own, sees 
the steps necessary to attain it, and .finds those steps as 
well as the .final aim largely within his experience, power 
and needs."5 
1
state o.f Michigan, Department o.f Public Instruction, 
Instructional Practices in Elementarx~ Schools, Bulletin No. 
306, 1938, Ch. 4, p. 123. 
2Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. ll, p. 459. 
3Bruechner and Grossnickle, op. cit., Ch. 3, p. 77. 
4sueltz, op. cit., Ch. 3, p. 37. 
5Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 4, p. 150. 
1.5 
I 
• I 
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I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
! 
Always the children should be thought of as individuals 
hav ng different abilities, interests, and needs. This does 
not mean that he has to be taught alone. It will be found 
tha they have differences and similarities. Those having 
· l:i:k :messes may be grouped together for learning experiences. 
Not /!more than ten should be in 
wil~ change as child develops, 
II 
one group. Group membership 
because the child is still 
tho~ght of as an individual. 
1 Beard, 1 Bruechner, 2 Burton, 3 DeLima, 4 Forest, 5 Gray, 6 
Hil~eth, 7 Keliher, 8 Krug, 9 Lee, 10 Mehl, 11 McSwain, 12 
lc. A. Beard, A Charter for the Social Sciences, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1934, Ch. 15, p. 132. 
2Bruechner and Grossnickle, op. cit., Ch. 3, p. 77. 
Ow. B. Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities, 
App~eton-Century-Crofts, ~nc., New York, 1944, Ch. 20, p. 532. 
'\ 4 
1 A. DeLima, The Little Red School House, The Macmillan 
'Con~any, New York, 1943, Ch. 2, p. 24. 
j 5Forest, op. cit., Ch. 6, p. 122. 
6Gray, op. cit., p. 242. 
7G. Hildreth, Child Growth through Education, The Ronald 
Press Company, New York, 1948, Ch. 7, p. 112. 
~ 8A. V. Keliher, 11 The Orientation of Measurement in the Ac vity Program,tt The Activity Movement, Part II, The Thirty-Th· d Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educa-tic , Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 
l~ ., 19~ 1!4' p • 15 7. 
I 9 
E. Krug and C. L. Ande:rson, nAdapting Instruction in 
Social Studies to Individual Differences," Fifteenth Yearbook, 
Na ional Council for the Social Studies, National Education 
As ociation, Washington, D. 0., 1944. 
~ 10Lee and Lee, op. cit., Oh. 11, p. 454. 
11M. A. Mehl, B. H. Mills, and H. R. Douglas, Teaching in 
El~mentary School, The Ronald Press Company, New York, 1950, 
Oh 10, p. 196. 
l 2McSwain, op. cit., p. 12. 
:1.6 
I 
I 
I 1 2 3 Str ckland, Taba, and Wheat stress the need to meet the 
I ind vidual differences. 
/ By examining the courses of studies of Arlington, Brock-
ton Melrose, and the Massachusetts Primary Guide, it has been 
fou~d the first, second~ and third grade interests are in the 
homl and community. Although the courses are not alike, they 
havll similar characteristics. The objectives of all are under-
'i 
sta~ding, meaning, and insight through the child 1 s ability, 
int~rests, and needs. The children must use and do. These 
goa~s are met through short mathematic experience such as 
gam~s, activities, or daily situations. Three out of the four 
of ,~hese courses of study include social units. 
. I Counting 
Rote counting 
Concrete counting 
II Reading numbers 
III Writing numbers 
IV Roman numerals I to XII 
All include: 
1R. G. Strickland, How to Build a Unit of Work, Federal 
Sec~ity Agency, U. S. Office of Education, Bulletin No. 5, 
Was~ington, D. C., 1946, p. 1. 
2 H. Taba, 11 General Principles and New Practices in Evalu-
ation," William E. Young, The Social Studies in the Elementary 
Scbbol, National Council for the Social Studies, Twelfth Year-
boo~, National Education Association, Washington, D. C., 1941, 
Ch. 12, p • 215 . 
3H. G. Wheat, "Arithmetic Is a System of Ideas, 11 Arith-
met~c in General Education, National Council of Teachers of 
Mat!hematics, Sixteenth Yearbook, Bureau of Publications, Teach-
ers. College, Columbia University, New York, 1941, Ch. 5, p. 81. 
:17 
!I 1Arlington Course o.f Study, Grades, Public Schools~ Ar~ngton, Massachusetts, 1939. 
' Brockton Course o.f Study in Arithmetic, Grades, Public 
Sc1bols, Brocktonj Massachusetts, 1940. 
Melrose, A Course o.f Study in Arithmetic, Grade One and 
Tw<, Schools, Melrose, Massachusetts, 1943. 
Massachusetts State Department o.f Education~ A Curriculum 
G~ de .for Primary Grade Teachers~ Boston, 1949, Ch. 12, pp.265-·GU 
I 
Ill 
The phrases daily experiences, social phases~ or social 
sit ations all mean the activities that a child meets during 
his day. In these activities he meets numbers. Therefore the 
tea< 'hing of social and mathematical experiences are integrated. 
One cannot be studied without the other if meaningful mathe-
mat cs is to be understood. 
' 
j 11Emphasis on the social phase to the neglect of the 
li mathematical phase will not develop in the pupils the 
quantitative concepts, understandings and insights that 
i) should be the outcomes of a well-rounded program of 
instruction in arithmetic. On the other hand, emphasis 
on the mathematical phase to the neglect of the social 
phase will not lead the learner to sense completely the 
social significance of number in the institutions and 
affairs of daily life. A balanced well-integrated treat-
ment of both phases is essential. Arithmetic should be 
both mathematically meaningful and socially significant. ttl 
H rronly as the arithmetical activities and materials 
r: provided in the classroom are so related to out-of-school 
II' needs and applications of arithmetical language will the pupil be able to understand and use meaningful skills 
that are psychologically functional. Only as each child 
discovers and builds his own psychological system of 
arithmetical ideas and operations and as they are ac-
cepted by him to serve in coping with his personal and 
community needs is he able to acquire meanin*~ul func-
tional understanding of value of arithmetic. 
"To learn the social values of arithmetic children 
'I 
should engage in appropriate activities. These activi-
ties, however~ must not be haphazard experiences. The 
' experiences should be organized so as to provide an 
II 
orderly growth in the understanding of number and its 
use. 11 3 
I{ 
1Bruechner~ 11 The Social Phase of Arithmetic Instruction,n 
op., cit., Ch. 7, p. 141. 
2McSwain~ op. cit., p. 12. 
3R. L. Morton, rrThe National Council Committee on Arith-
metic,11 The Mathematics Teacher (November, 1938), 31: 271. 
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1 
"Using arithmetic in practi~al affairs and learn-
ing it as a system of' thought ar,e both essential to the 
development of' the ability to think quantitatively. 11 1 
"Arithmetic is a system of' ideas. Being a system 
arithmeti~ must be taught as a system. It is not an 
outgrowth of' the individual's everyday experiences. 
It is not learned according as the interests or the 
whims of' pupils may suggest. It is not anyone's per-
sonal discovery or invention. Arithmetic must be taught 
as a system.tt 2 
Other advocates of' teaching arithmetic as a system are 
the following arithmetic specialists: Bruechner, 3 Buckingham, 4 
DeL ma, 5 Gray, 6 Guilford, 7 Hildreth, 8 Lee, 9 McSwainj 10 Spitzer, 1 
1H. G. Wheat, Recent Trends in Learning Theory:· Their 
Application to the Psychology of' Learning, National Council 
of' Mathematics Teachers, Sixteenth Yearbook, Bureau of' Publica-
tiqns, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1941, 
Ch.,lll, p. 283. 
/ 2H. G. Wheat, 11Arithmetic Is A System of' Ideas, n op. cit., 
Ch 5, p. 80. 
; 
I 3Bruechner and Grossnickle, op. cit., 
4Buckingham, op. cit., pp. 341-343. 
5DeLima, op. cit., Ch. 2, p. 24. 
6 Gray, op. cit., p. 242. 
Ch. 3, p. 54. 
. 
7 J. P_. Guilford, 11 The Role of' Form in Learning, n Journal 
of' ./Ex)2erimental Psychology (October, 1927), 10: 415-432. 
/ 8Hildreth, op. cit., Ch. 7, p. 112. 
9 ~ Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 11, p. 434. 
'j 1°E. T. McSwain, Discovering Meaningful Arithmetic, 
Cb~ldhood Education Association for Childhood Education 
In~ernational, Washington, D. C. (February, 1950), 26: 268. 
11Spitzer, op. cit., Ch. 1, p. 9. 
,, 
Sueltz, 1 and Thiele. 2 
Sueltz says, 
11A systematizing of learning appeals to children 
in the second grade. It appeals to their intelligence 
and helps them to sense the relationships and importance 
of what they are doing. A program that begins to 
organize learning of arithmetic need not be formally 
carried out. In fact, the approaches to learning and 
the methods by which it is achieved may be quite as 
important as the usual goals. The writer believes that 
qroad and definite goals in arithmetic should be at-
tained in grade two. tt3 
In other words, but with the same meaning as Sueltz's 
prEceding quotation, Thiele says nThat systematic instruction 
beeins with seven and eight year olds. 114 
5 6 .. 
Bruechner and Hildreth agree that from the beginning 
pr·~ary children should proceed on a systematic planned basis 
un< er teacher guidance in well-selected activity which will 
shew them how arithmetic functions in their daily life. 
r In the modern procedure the teacher expects with a 
sy:tematic plan to meet the child's abilities, interests, 
anc needs in a mathematically meaningful and socially signifi-
crot experience unit. There will be many opportunities for 
II 
1
sueltz, op. cit., Oh. 3, p. 31. 
2Thiele, op. cit., Oh. 4, p. 46. 
3 Sueltz, op. cit., Oh. 3, p. 34. 
4Thiele, op. cit., Oh. 4, p. 46. 
5Bruechner and Grossnickle, op. cit., Oh. 3, p. 60. 
6Hildreth, op. cit., Oh. 7, p. 112. 
the children to 11 see sense,n understand relationships and 
dis< over meaning in number. The teacher will not strive 
It for speed through drillj but she will strive for meaning 
and understanding through many practices in social number 
exp~riences. Concrete objects, visual aids and community 
res~urces will help him. Abstract ideas of number facts must 
d gro~ out of concrete situations or functional experiences. 
· ;I The learner must feel tb.e need of number. The learner 
mus~ understand what he does, how he does it and why he does 
it. This method of teaching in:spires the bright child and 
sat~sfies the slow child. There will be no frustrations. 
Brownell says, 11A child has a meaningful arithmetic 
exp~rience when the situation with which he deals 'makes 
se 11 e 1 mathematically.nl 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Bruechner, Mehl, Morton, Spitzer, Sueltz, and Wheat 
,, 
1w. A. Brownell, 11 The Place of Meaning in the Teaching 
of ~rithmetic, 11 G. T. Buswell, Improving the Program in 
Ari~hmetic, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1946, p. 18. 
2
Bruechner, "The Social Phase of Arithmetic Instruction, 11 
op. cit., Ch. 7, p. 144. 
3Mehl, Mills, and Douglas, op. cit., Ch. 9, p. 177. 
4Morton, op. cit., p. 268. 
·~ 5 ~~ 
6
Spitzer, op. cit., Ch. l, p. 9. 
j B. A. Sueltz? 11Measuring the Newer Aspects of Func-
ticnal Arithmetic, 1 G. T. Buswell, Improving the Program in 
Arjthmetic, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1946., p. 28. 
7H. G. Wheat, 11 Changes and Trends in Arithmetic since 
19 0, 11 op. cit. , p. 11. 
--
hav~ the same understanding of' a child's meaningful arithmetic 
exp~rience. 
In accord with the teaching of' concrete objects to the 
absJract symbol are the following~ Gunderson, 1 McSwain, 2 
3 4 Meh , and Wheat. 
mot~vating such learning in the daily classroom activities. 
"Relationships are found in two categories: 
(1) those within a topical sequence, and (2) those 
that join one topic sequence to another. In arranging 
the teaching sequence other factors such as interest 
appeal of' materials .and stages of' growth of' pupils 
should be considered to the extent to which they have 
been investigated and found reliable. 11 5 
II 
With similar goals Wheat says, 
uBoth recent theory and recent-research have 
f indicated that the relative difficulty of' number re-
lationships is influenced; first, by the order in 
which they are presented; second, by the way in which 
they are grouped for instruction; and third, by the 
method by which pupils learn. 11 6 
1A. Gunderson, Readiness f'or Numbers Instructor, F. A. 
Owe~ Publishing Company, Dansville, New York, February, 
194 3' p. 34. 
2E. T. McSwain, "Discovering Meaning in Aritbmetic, 11 
Chi dhood Education (February, 1950), 26: 268. 
3Mehl, Mills, and Douglas, op. cit., Ch. 10, p. 194. 
4H. G. Wheat, 11 Recent Trends in Learnin~ Theory: Their 
App ication to the Psychology of' Arithmetic, National Council 
of' reachers of' Mathematics, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
ver~ity, 1941, Ch. 11, p. 271. 
5
sueltz, op. cit., Ch. 3, pp. 38-39. 
~eat, "Recent Trends in Learning Theory: Their Applica-
tiop. to the Psychology of' Aritbmetic, 11 op. cit.,Ch. 11, p. 287. 
Bruecbner says, 11 The modern :procedure emphasizes the 
im ortance of help[ng children to discover meanings and to 
I 
I ga~ n understanding through a wide variety of :planned experi-
1 '-
en•eS which deal with s~;ial and mathematical aspects of 
to !lies being considered. 111 
il McSwain says, 11 The major :purpose in teaching arithmetic 
is to help :pupils to discover arithmetic meanings and to de-
2 
ve..Jop an ability to do quantitative thinking.tt 
Lee says, 
11 Skills are most effectively taug'ht when children 
see a need for them. Where $uch needs arise during a 
unit, certainly the teaching of the skill should be 
done then. Learning is apt to be much more effective 
for there is a need of an interest, and more of an 
\l understanding than when skills are taught in isolation. n3 
In conclusion Spitzer explains very clearly: ftMeaning is 
the seeing of reasons for the importance of, or the sense of 
~ J;:bocess. 
tl 
Understanding is the seeing of relationships 
bet~een a fact or :process 4 and other facts or :processes. 11 
11 Reiss says, . 
:,I 11It takes time to arrive at generalization for 
himself. He must notice likenesses and differences in 
various situations. He must be provided with experi-
ences where he can discover generalizations for himself. 
1 
Bruechner and Grossnickle, op. cit., Ch. 1, :p. 18. 
2McSwain, nDiscovering Meaning in Aritbmetic, 11 op. cit., 
p. '67. II 
3Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 7, :p. 239. 
4Spitzer, op. cit., Ch. 1, p. 11. 
r 
I 
The first discovery is easiest with concrete materials, 
and one discovery is not enough. The value of these 
generalizations must become apparent without verifica-
tion through objects. 11 1 
Spitzer's assumption is: 
11 That if the mathematical generalizations of arith-
metic are to be genuine possessions of the child, the 
child must have experiences that will make it possible 
for him to arrive at these generalizations. The work 
I of the teacher then becomes more a case of creating I situations in which the child can gain meaningful ex-periences, than of demonstrating or explaining mathe-
matical facts and processes to the children. 11 2 
Lee3 and Sueltz4 agree: 
11That the traditional and modern difference is 
distinguishable in the process by which the child ob-
tained the answer rather than the answer itself. The 
difference in the process is due to the difference in 
presentation. In the first case, it was presented in 
symbol form; in the second case, actual experience was 
utilized. 11 
In conclusion the modern second-grade teacher must know 
eaP,h child's abilities, interests, and needs as well as the 
II 
su~ject matter and interest, listed in the first, second, and 
!l 
th~rd grade courses of study. She must acquaint the child 
'I 
I 
wi~h subject matter that he can meet with success and chal-
'' le~ge. She must give him opportunities to be resourceful. 
1 
.A. Reiss, rrThe Meaning of Meaningful Teaching of 
Aritbmetic, 11 Elementary School Journal (September, 1944), 
4C: 31. 
2Spitzer, op. cit., Preface. 
3Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 11, p. 451. 
4sueltz, op. cit., Ch. 3, p. 24. 
!e 
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1/ 
She ~ust have him realize that mathematics is a closely knit 
sysiem. She must know that he sees sense in number, dis-
covE~S number relationships, uses number meaning~ully in his 
soc ally signi~icant experiences. The teacher will know that 
he learns because she observes him at work. 
I 
C. ~rganization o~ the Two Procedures 
~~ The traditional 
mat~er and interests 
procedures is the organization o~ subject 
~or each grade in a course o~ study made 
by a committee or a publishing company. The teacher studies 
thE entire course o~ study ~or her grade, ~allows the organized 
s~gestions. Then each day she selects and studies the sug-
ge ted teaching procedures o~ subject matter to be taught to 
th~ whole class in a special period set aside ~or arithmetic. 
11 Tp..e curriculum is organized according to subject ~or each. 111 
After the introduction the teacher drills until the 
majJority o~ the class has mastered subject matter with speed 
:! 
arltl accuracy. For checking results written or oral teacher-
1! 
mt:il'de or course o~ study achievement tests are presented to 
t~e whole class. I~ achievement tests results do not show 
I! 
s~eed and accuracy and mastery o~ subject matter by the 
mqjority o~ class, the drill is continued until satis~actory 
I 
.c,.IDals are met. If' the test results are satis~actory the ~~I 
tppics are ~orgotten and new ones are introduced. At the 
~nd o~ the school year the children have completed the 
1sueltz, op. cit., p. 24. 
' 
il 
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req~ired subject matter in the course of study of that par-
tic !;tlar grade. 
In the modern organization a second-grade teacher must 
kno~ what subject matter is in the first, second, and third 
gra~e course of study. She must know the children's abili-
tie$, interests, and needs as individuals. 
,I i She must study the school health and achievement accumu-
lat~d record. She must know their experiences in daily life. 
'I 
She must be alert to their thoughts and actions during the 
scbool day. She must be able to give standard intelligence 
tests and interpret them. She must be able to make diagnostic 
teEts, give them and know how to teach to correct errors. 
ShE will give them many practices and experiences. She must 
rec~gnize opportunities to see sense and relationships, and 
di,rover number meanings. She must know what concrete aids, 
vi~,fal aids, and community resources are available. She must 
knew how to use these aids best to meet the individual abili-
ti€s, interests, and needs of the children. 
The examination of the four courses of study on page 17 
shews the grade-placement of subject matter of second-grade 
ch ldren. All this subject matter will not be taught because 
th s particular unit was started at the beginning of the 
sc~ool year. Later on in the teaching procedure of the 
gr,cery store unit specific subject matter goals will be 
li~ted. 
27 
I 
I Lee says, 11E:ff'ective planning cannot be done by the 
tea~her if' she does not know her class. The cumulative 
recbrds and test results :for each child must be studied. "
1 
~ Others who believe in the study of' children's backgrounds 
il 2 3 4 5 
bef'pre teaching are Bruechner, Forest, Gray, and Young. 
' If' there are no school records, the teacher will give 
'I 
' sta~dard intelligence tests. 
Bruechner says, "The use of' mental age as the basis of' 
arr~ngement makes it'possible :for the teacher at any grade 
level to plan a program of' instruction adapted to the wide 
ran~e in the mental ability of' the pupils. 116 
11 The unit organization provides an opportunity :for all 
the,children to have a common experience each contributing 
to ~tin accordance with.his abilities.u'7 
1! 
Therefore the teacher will :find the children's interests 
' 
and!/ experiences by questioning each child. Hildreth says, 
"Ex!;)eriences are chosen that are adaptable to a wide range 
8 
of' pupil-'s ability within th~ classroom. 11 
1Lee and Lee~ op. cit., Oh. '7, p. 239. 
2L. J. Bruechner~ Readiness in Arithmetic, Readiness f-or 
Lea~ning Bulletin, Association :for Childhood Education, 
Wasrrington, D. 0., p. 18. 
3 Forest, op. cit.j Oh. 6, p. 118. 
4 Gray, op. cit., p. 242. 
~ 5M. I. Young, op. cit., p. 245. 
6Bruechner and Grossnickle, op. cit., Oh. 3, p. 89. 
7strickland, op. cit., Oh. l, p. 1. 
8 
Hildreth, op. cit., Oh. '7, p. 112. 
'! II 
The next step of the teacher is to find out the number 
ex1eriences and the need for number teaching. In other 
wo)~s what arithmetic does the child need to know to success-
fuJ ~y and happily meet mathematics in the unit. This in:t'orma-
ti In is acquired by each child having an interview test with 
1\ 
the'! teacher. At this time near the child and teacher there 
wi,l be available materials so that the child can use his 
mertal growth to secure responses for unknown answers. 
There will be materials--pencils, rulers; clocks, acorns, but-
tor.s, toothpicks. While the.child is securing the answer in 
his choice of materials, the teacher can see what mental 
precesses the individual used. A class chart with children's 
nanes, expected number responses, and space for mental processe 
is ~hecked as the child shows need of t eacher 's help. The 
di'lbussion of the test is on page and the description of 
thel chart is on page 
Now the teacher will group her children according to 
the'!Lr abilities, interests, and needs. There will be no guess-
war~. 11Wliile individual differences among pupils make it 
I 
necessary for pupils to work on dif~erent levelsJ it is the 
obl~gation of the teacher to guide pupils toward higher levels 
I 
II 
of rhinking. Sensing just when and how to do this is the 
ess,ynce of skill and artistry in te·aching. 111 
1Bruechner, 11 The Social Phase of Arithmetic, 11 op. cit., 
Ch. 1, p. 101. 
1/ 
I 
There will be gradual growth with a system from the un-
knov.n to the known. Time will not be blocked, but adjusted to 
the child's ability, interests_, and needs. 11 The writer wishes 
to ~how that courses of studies are not overthrown, but are 
nee~ed for the graded subject matter. Experiences are needed. 
,, 
Bot~ make up a balanced program that will result in child 
I 1 
. gro ,Vth. n 
/) "To make arithmetic truly significant for pupils, teacher 
fin~s it necessary to study carefully the ways in which arith-
met~c functions in the home, school and community and then 
dev~se methods of helping pupils to deal successfully with 
. 2 qua!ntitative aspects of sit:uation dlscovered. 11 
"It is not necessary to choose between complete 
in~egration in which arithmetic loses its identity 
and complete isolation in which the emphasis is upon 
·I computation seemingly as an end in itself. The problem 
I is to decide the relative emphasis to be given these 
I factors. The teacher must know what kind and amount 
of arithmetic is necessary in the development of a 
unit and-what profitable use the children are ready to 
make of this arithmetic. 11 3 
After the teacher knows what is to be taught she must 
maHe plans for practice, discovery, and relationships. 
Drill in the modern instruction means practice with mean-
ingr. Children must see sense in what they do and have purpose. Pra 1~tice should be progressive in range and difficulty, but 
!I 
ne'i7er should be new. 
I 
,, 1 
Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 11, p. 472. 
2r. Sauble, ttEnrichment of the Arithmetic Course Utilizing 
Su~~lementary Materials and Devices," National Council of Teach 
ers of MathematicsA Sixteenth Yearbook, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, uolumbia University, 1941, Ch. 8, p. 181. 
0 A Uurriculum Guide for Primary Grade Teachers, pp. 267-26~ 
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I Mehl says, 
I
. ttThere is a place .for meaningful drill in the 
I, ari tbmetic program. Af'ter the child understands the 
process or procedure· and understands the need .for mak-
ing correct responses, he is ready to practice those 
skills which need to be mastered. 
1. Drill must .follow understanding. 
2. Child must have a .felt need .for the drill. 
3. Child must go to work in an aggressive and 
attentive way. 
4. Each child must be working on his own individual 
needs. 
5. Child must know what the response pattern is to 
be. 
6. Child must have a means whereby they can check 
to see whether their responses have been correct. 
?. Provision must be made so that a child can cor-
rect the error immediately if' he has made an 
incorrect response. 
8. Periods must be short. 111 
'/ Morton say~, "Practice is useful if introduced at the 
proper time and in proper amounts. Practice or drill, should 
be ~sed only af'ter the thing to be drilled upon has been 
2 tho~oughly understood. It 
Buckingham says, 11 In respect to drill, the truly important 
,, 
prcplem to us is not to banish it, but to give it a new meaning 
by loading it with the elements, which make it ef'f'ective.tt3 
lMehl, Mills, and Douglas, op. cit., Ch. 10, p. 196. 
I 
2Morton, op. cit., p. 271. 
3B. R. Buckingham, 11What Becomes of' Drill? 11 Arithmetic in 
Gereral Education, National Council of' Teachers of' Mathematics, 
SiJteenth Ye~rbook, Bureau of' Publications, Teachers College, 
Co umbia University, New York, 1941, Ch. 9, p. 199. 
3:1 
I 
1/ 
Wheat says, 11 There is in certain quarters a lingering 
i des re to present a few of the number combinations meaning-
! 
ful y and then in this atmosphere of reasonableness to resort 
I 
to "ormal drill for the remainder of the combinations. On 
the' contrary, learning should be meaningful throughout, not 
mer.ly during first few steps. 111 
II 
Bruechner says, 11 The essential systematic practice needed 
to evelop and perfect skill can be done in periods set aside 
for this purpose. 112 
Gunderson, 3 Lee, 4 McSwain, 5 Mehl, 6 and Wheat 7 agree that 
chi~dren should have many experiences in handling objects and 
materials in order to proceed from the concrete to the ab-
stract. 
Lee says, 11It is the responsibility of the school not 
onlf to develop mastery, but what is much more important, 
pro,ride opportunities f'or !he application and utilization 
thel skills and processes." 
to 
of 
tl_J 
I 
lwheat, "Recent Trends in Learning Theoryi Their Applica-
to the Psychology of Arithmetic," op. cit., Oh. 11, p. 288 
2 
Bruechner and Grossnickle, op. cit., Oh. 3, p. 53. 
3Gunderson, op. cit., p. 34. 
'II 4 I Lee and Lee, op. cit., p. 472. 
!I -
, 
5McSwain, 11Discovering Meanings in Arithmetic, 11 op. cit., 
p. 268. 
6Mehl, Mills, and Douglas, op. cit., Oh. 10, p. 194. 
7 Wheat, op. cit., p. 279. 
8 Lee and Lee, op. cit., Oh. 11, p. 450. 
I 
11 The pupils will be motivated to discover arithmetical 
mea~ings in dealing with concrete materials and with realistic 
e quantity situations. nl 
11A resourceful library should be built by every teacher 
to :~eet the varied practices through meaningful experiences. 112 
For visual aids she may use magazines~ newspapers, 
pan,fhlets, signs~ and model grocery shop packages. 
plEF for things to be arranged, grouped, compared, 
as~embled, shared, bought, weighed and measured. 
She will 
distributed, 
Excellent 
maierials for a grocery store unit may be secured from Educa-
ti<nal Foundations, Inc., 3 A and P Food Stores, the First 
Na ional Stores, and the local co~unity grocery store. 
These objects may be used to give meaningful experience 
WiRh (1) concrete objects, (2) picture representation, (3) 
II 
se i-concrete, and (4) number symbols. 
The movie projector and film strip machine will show the 
op~ration of grocery stores. These films and strips will be 
pr~viewed by the teacher to insure the best educational pro-
ce~ure for the children. 
I) 
Lee says, 11 The principal advantage offered by all 
1McSwain, 11A Functional Program in Aritbmetic, 11 op. uit., 
p. 14. 
2A Curriculum Guide for Primary Grade Teachers, op. cit., 
01: • 12' p. 271. 
.. 
3Educational Foundations, Inc., 50 East 42nd Street, 
NEw York 17, N. Y. 
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'I 
I 
proj~cted material is that the attention of all children can 
be jocused simultaneously upon a single object.nl 
I 
i If The community grocery store offers first-hand information 
and experience to the child. They can shop with parents~ by 
i 
sel ~ committee~ or class. The writer likes to observe first-
I 
I hanc: experiences of the children in the grocery store. There-
forE!~ it is best to take a school journey to the neighborhood 
groc lery store. Plans are carefully organized with teacher, 
chi dren, and parents participating. Educational authorities 
BruEchner, 2 Forest, 3 Gray, 4 Hildreth, 5 and Mehl6 agree that 
sec<nd-grade children are ready for school journeys, and need 
up o the minute first-hand social experience to obtain authen-
tic information. 
1\ In conclusion the teacher must organize the subject mat-
ter experiences, and procedure, for she must know what to ex-
pecf. of the children. 
II 
When the children's abilities, interests 
and needs are found, this information helps the teacher to plan 
exp~riences and develop gnowth. A unit is a teacher and pupil 
par~icipation--a give and take of ideas. 
haz,rd; the teacher guides the pupils to 
. ! 
Yet it is not.hap-
think systematically . 
11 lLee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 8, p. 280. 
/
./; ~Bruechner, 11 The Social Phase of Ari tbmetic Instruction, 11 
op. Clt., Ch. 8, p. 187. 
II 3Forest, op. cit., Ch. 8, p. 179. 
4 Gray, op. cit., p. 243. 
5Hildreth, op. cit., Ch. 16, p. 272. 
6 Mehl, Mills, and Douglas, op. cit., Ch. 17, p. 335. 
~·· 
Buckingham says, "Never can a satisfactory course in 
ari,uh~etic be provided without being planned and systematically 
pursued. Arithmetic is organized and sequential. It needs 
sys~ematic, regular planned approach but it does not mean 
.for~al work is necessary. 11 1 
111 2 3 4 5 . 
:1 Bruecbner, Gray, Morton, and Wheat bel1eve in organ-
izi~g systematically nurn.bers to develop meaning and growth. 
tt.A.cademic work has to be planned and has to be 
attacked in proper sequence; drill has its place, 
standards of achievement must be set and maintained. 
We encourage, nay, even insist upon sound work habits; 
upon industry, promptness, neatness, self-control and 
organized thinking and cooperation. We allow a good 
deal of leeway and are careful to take account of 
individual differences and capacities. 11 6 
Those plans must be made .for arithmetic in which both 
mat~ematical and social aims are clearly recognized. 
n.A. kind of arithmetic in which both the mathe-
matical and,the- social aims are clearly recognized 
as interdependent and mutually related. Attainment 
of the mathematical aim is regarded as'possible only 
if meaning, the .fact that children shall see sense 
in what they learn, is made the central issue in 
arithmetic construction. tt7 
II 1Buckingham, op. cit., pp. 341-343. 
II 
'I 
!I 
tiel 
2Bruecbner and Grossnickle, op. cit., Ch. 3, p. 60. 
3 Gray, op. cit. , p ._ 243 . 
4 Morton, op. cit., p. 271. 
5Wheat, nRecent Trends in Learning Theory: Their Applica-
te the Psychology of Arithmetic, 11 op. cit., Oh. ll,p. 280. 
6DeLima, op. cit., Oh. 2, p. 24. 
7Brownell, "Psychological Considerations in the Learning 
anc the Teaching of .A.rithmetic, 11 op. cit., Ch. 1, p. 19. 
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The writer believes that a teacher whose teaching criteria 
is ~he child's growth will recognize the value o~ a systematic 
org~nization o~ the unit to meet the individual's abilities, 
intlrests, and needs math~matically in meaning~ul and socially 
sigAi~icant experiences. 
I' D. $valuation o~ the Two Procedures 
! Traditional I • 
!Many think because a second-grade child can answer quickly 
I 
and correctly a given example, he is an excellent scholar; 
but when the child is asked to use the same numbers in situa-
tio1s, it is ~ound that he cannot do it. 
Both Brownell1 and Lee 2 say, 11 The traditional school 
tea hes mechanical skills.u 
inAritbmetic is not an encyclopedia o~ ~acts and answers 
whi !~h the pupil is given and which he stores away ~or use, 
butJinstead a systematic method o~ thinking out number rela-
tio1s which) when employed, provides him with ~acts and 
ans v-ers. 113 
I 10ther recent studies that reveal the limitations o~ the 
I tra~itional procedure include Burton who says, 11 The ~ormal 
II 
tra~itional school which accepts verbalisms as end results, 
II 
1w. A. Brownell, "When Is Arithmetic Meaning~ul?" Journal 
o~ .ducational Research, 38: 481-499. 
2 Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 2, p. 149. 
3Wheat, 11Aritbmetic Is A System o~ Ideas,u op. cit., 
Ch. 5, p. lll. 
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II 
whibh imposes verbalisms on pupils~ actually educates for 
i 1 thi~ falseness of life. 11 
I 
1 Brownell says: 
!!There are three kinds of evidence of the weakness 
of arithmetic taught in the elementary schools of the 
teens and of the twenties and thirties of this century: 
(1) anecdotal evidence illustrating the arithmetical 
incompetence of adults in their practical activi-
ties; 
(2) test evidence and testimony of the armed forces~ 
which have been given wide publicity; and 
(3) the experience of teachers of mathematics above 
the elementary grade. 11 2 
Bruechner says, rtAny plan of teaching number processes 
3 thaf:l is organized on a grade basis is clearly outmoded." 
b. Modern 
ttArithmetic is still a major cause of 'non-promotion in 
4 
our school. 11 
I 
flit has been made clear that learning proceeds 
best when it takes place in social situations that 
are meaningful to the learner; when he sees sense in 
what he is learning and discovers meanings and rela-
tions; when consideration is given to his level of 
ability and development in selection of what he is 
to learn; and when adjustments are made to his needs, 
interests, and background of experiences. 11 5 
1
Buntnn, op. cit., Oh. 2~ p. 44. 
2Brownell, uThe Place of Meaning in the Teaching of 
Ari whmetic ~ 11 op. cit., p. 20. II 
3Bruechner and Grossnickle, op. cit., Oh. 3, p. 89. 
4Ibid., Oh. 2, p. 50. 
5Bruechner and Grossnickle, op. cit., Oh. 1~ p. 13. 
ttThe child is the reason :for the school. He is 
the one :for whom learning experiences are provided. 
I It is to his development that the work o:f the school 
is directed. Our understanding o:f the child as a 
1 growing individual and as a learner~ his personality 
' and his purposes and interests, supplies the :founda-
:1 tion :for developing an e:f:fective educational program. 
! 
'I 11 Starting with subject matter as the traditional 
' school did was to start with the means and con:fuse it 
with the end. 111 
11 The children who dealt with interrelationships 
within the number system in their study o:f the addition 
combination surpassed children who studied the combina-
tions by a method o:f repetitive drill in2which no at-tention was paid to interrelationships. 11 
11 The accumulation o:f evidence :from research shows 
conclusively that the modern programs o:f education make 
greater contribut~ons to all the objectives than do 
the traditional." 
nThe activity program is as e:f:fective as the longer 
established program in developing children's mastery 
i o:f :fundamental knowledges and skills; that is, it is 
I 
more e:f:fective in developing children's attitudes, in-
terests, social behaviors, ability to think, and ability 
1/ to work on their own initiative. tr4 
When one studies the advantages o:f the modern procedure~ 
all children within their abilities meeting their interests 
and needs in mathematically meaning:ful and socially significant 
expEriences~ one will understand why the modern procedure is 
bet ler. 
l 
Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 6, p. 197. 
2Thiele, op. cit., Ch. 4, p. 54. 
3 J. P. Leonard and A. C. Eurich, An Evaluation o:f Modern 
Edu< ation, Appleton-Century-Cro:fts, Inc., New York, l942,p. 299. 
4 J. W. Wnightstone, 11Evaluation o:f the Experiment with 
the Activity Program in New York City Elementary Schools, 11 
Jomnal o:f Educational Research (December, 1944), 38: 252-257. 
111 
II 2. Use and Development of Tests for the Unit Instruction 
il The primary Pintner General Ability Tests: Verbal Series1 
is he test used in establishing mental ages and intelligence 
'I 
quo 1ients of this particular second grade. There are several 
rea]ons for this choice. The total function of the test is 
to ~easure general mental ability and the sub-tests measure 
abi'ities closely associated with intelligence. The test 
ite~s are consistent with purported function£!. The dimensions 
of pupils 1 performance are timed speed tests, increased power 
tes~ing material, marked accuracy tests, patterned basic abili-
tie ~, selected primary children 1 s interests, printed with 
cle r figures. The criterion data, sta~istical data, and 
the report in the Third Mental MeasuremenmYearbook on the 
val~dity of the Pintner-Cunningham Primary Tests show that 
•I 
thi~ test is good for group testing when the classroom teacher 
is lo do the testing. If the classroom teacher studies the 
Pinuner-Cunningnam Primary Test Manual of Directions and Key 
she can give successfully the tests to her class. Marzoff2 
3 
and Worcester both agree that the test may be employed with 
goo results. 
1 
R. Pintner, B. V. Cunningham, W. N. Durost, Pintner 
General Ability Tests: Verbal Series; Pintner-Cunningham 
Prim~ary Test: Form C \Primary), World Book Company, Yonkers-
on-Hudson, New York, 1923. 
2 
0. K. Buros, The Third Mental Measurements Yearbook, 
Rut~ers University Press, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1949, 
p. 255. 
3Ibid., p. 256. 
.. 
Other tests in this study will be teacher-made. 
In the traditional program after the instruction and 
II 
dri i1 have satisfied the course of study or a teacher, a test 
is ~iven to the class as a whole to evaluate its speed and 
accJracy. After the test is given and a majority of the 
II 
cla~s meets requirements, new subject matter is introduced 
i 
and 1itaught. There is no time taken for special meeting of 
chi ~~d with teacher to help correct errors. 
In the modern school there are many tests. The modern 
,sch:)Ol tests and corrects with the child. 11 The measurement 
musu function for the learner and teacher in helping both 
rea ize developmental potentialities. 111 
Before instruction takes place, the teacher tests the 
I 
chi d to find out what the child does know; how he solves 
his !problems and what he should be taught. 
ttPre-instruction tests indicate what work needs 
to be done on processes and materials already taught 
and also should discover what familiarity pupils al-
ready have with the new course of study which they 
are about to attempt. A pre-instruction test, properly 
analyzed, gives valuable and definite informatio~ rela-
tive to the readiness of the pupils' new topic. 11 
In this particular study evaluation also includes teacher 
and pupil interviews and written teacher-made diagnostic tests. 
tiThe interview is widely useful and flexible. However, 
,j 1Keliher, op. cit., p. 157. 
2G. E. Greene and G. T. Buswell, Testing Diagnosis and 
Rem~dial Work in Arithmetic, Thirty-fourth Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education, University of 
Ohiyago Press, Chicago, 1935, Ch. 5, p. 272. 
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it ~xtends possibilities to the teacher for learning more 
about his pupils and consequently aids him in attempting to 
effect the best adjustment possible for each pupil. 111 
I "Furthermore, these interviews have suggested the nature 
of ~he pupils' difficulties and, to an educated teacher, 
shc 1hld point clearly to appropriate corrective measures. n2 
"Many pupils lack the ability to sense the similarity be-
twden similar situations and to grasp the 1 essential element' 
... However interviews with them show that they can learn. 113 
During interviews the child and teacher work together. 
Or en the child "talks out.tt The ntalking-out 11 helps the 
tei cher to know the mental processes that the child used. 
La er, if necessary, she can help him to encourage his thinking 
truough meaningful experiences with number. The studies by 
I 4 5 6 Fa:rington, Brownell and Chazel, and Brownell and Carper 
I 
I 
I 1H. A. Greene, A. N. Jorgensen, and J. R. Gerberich, 
Me 1 surement and Evaluation in the Elementary School, Longmans 
Gr~en Company, New York, 1949, p. 285. 
I 2sueltz, 11Measuring the Newer Aspects of' Functional Arith-
• II ·t 32 me!!~lC, op. Cl ., p .. 
3Ibid. , p. 33 . 
4T. A. Farrington., 11An Evaluation of' Two Approaches Used 
in!l the Teaching of' the Basic Number Facts in Grade Two, 11 Un-
pu~lished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston Univers·i ty, 1949. 
5w. A. Brownell and C. Chazel, 11 The Effect of' Premature 
Drill on Third Grade Aritbmetic,n Journal of' Educational Re-
search (September., 1935), 29: 17-28. 
6w. A. Brownell and D. V. Carper, Learning the Multiplica-
tion Combination, Duke University Press, Durham, North Carolina 
1948, pp. 17-85. 
\ 
\ 
' 
\ 
\ 
\ 
-
\ 
gi e evidence that children should understand what they learn. 
I The interview may be an inventory test. 11.A.n inventory 
te<
1
it is a test used as a preliminary check on the degree o:t: 
ma; tery existing prior to instruction. 111 
1! "Through inventory tests, the teacher will not waste 
tilje in re-teaching what the pupils already knows, nor will 
Shl leave gaps between the knowledge which he possesses and 
2 the t she presumes he possesses. 11 
I 
The inventory test in this study is given f'or the purposes 
emDhasized by Dickey, "That the main issue involved in testing 
f'o readiness is to discover the various levels of' maturity 
wh ch the learner has reached. 113 
i The subject-matter inventory test should be so arranged 
thjt each interview will not exceed f'ive minutes. The inter-
vi jw can be given while the remainder of' the class is doing 
II 
so~ething usef'ul and interesting at their seats. The teacher 
I 
kn~ws what she wants tested. There is sampling, scoring, 
ti~ing, and thinking. There can be no bluf'f'ing. 
J! Bef'ore giving a test, a chart is made that includes 
children's names, desired subject matter results and mental 
1 
II 
1~reene, Jorgensen, and Gerberich, op. cit., p. 618. 
2M. Bond, "The Construction and Use of' Inventory Test 
in .A.ri tbm.etic f'or Grade Two, Newton, Massachusetts, 11 Unpub-
li'hed Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1949, p. l. 
3 J. W. Dickey, nReadiness f'or Arithmetic, 11 Elementary 
Sctlool Journal (April, 1940), 11: 592-598. 
I 
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il 
pro~ess used. As the child progresses during the interview~ 
the '~teacher checks and makes notes of the results. 
11 
11A chart of s equenbial learnings in arithmetic 
II 
may be prepared so that teacher may know whether or 
: not it is wise to pursue some particular phase of 
, mathematics. Such a chart is useful also when it 
is found advisable to make an inventory of the pupils' 
arithmetic learnings. If it is found that the regular 
, 'activity-experience' program does not provide for all 
the desired learning of arithmetic then a special pro-
,~ gram in arithmetic should be provided. 11 1 
A suggestion of such a chart is found on page 314 in 
2 A C~riculum Guide for Primary Grade Teachers. 
I 
'tl 
PA continuous appraisal of the kind of progress 
pupils are making and of the kinds of difficulties 
they are encountering is necessary in order that the 
teacher may adapt her procedures to the growth needs 
of the pupils and be able to give help at points where 
help, is most needed. 11 3 
\ 
Because the interview is oral and takes much time short 
wri~ten teacher-made diagnostic tests are given during the 
I 
unit to check on individual readiness to advance. 
1/ "Diagnostic tests are important instruments in teaching. 
Growth in quantitative thinking is best observed in the mental 
processes which children employ rather than in the correctness 
- I 
of ¥he answers they secure. u4 
l Sueltz, ttcurriculum Problems--Grade Placement, 11 op. cit.~ 
Ch. 3, p. 31. 
2A Curriculum Guide for Primary Grade Teachers, op. cit., 
p. 314. 
3-w. E. Young, 11 The Social Studies in the Elementary 
Sc1:: ool, n Twelfth Yearbook~ National Council for the Social 
StL,
1
dies, Washington~ D. C.~ 1941~ Ch. 12, p. 215. 
4 Morton, op. cit., p. 272. 
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11 The careful diagnosis of the errors made on one paper 
andl the correction of those errors with the child are worth 
the mere correction of a thousand papers. ul 
11When the printed test is coupled with the interview 
I 
dis~ussion techniquey a valuable measure of a pupil's learning 
i 2 
may1be obtained." 
I; 
·t 
:1 The accumulation of evaluations is expressed by Brownell. 
11Emphas is needs now to be given to the fact that 
in evaluating growth or learning toward all objectives 
and not merely toward computational proficiency, one 
must keep in mind the purposes for which evaluation 
is undertaken. Thus, one needs to diagnosey to inven-
tory, to note progress, etc.~ in the case of mathe-
matical understandings and of sensitiveness to the 
quantitative in life, just as fully as in the. case of 
computational skills. Growth takes place in under-
standings and in quantitative sensitiveness as truly 
lj as in computation and just as truly learning in these 
!,\ area needs to be assessed for difficulties, for status, 
for progress, etc. rt3 
i 
! Lee says, 
11 Diagnosis of difficulties is even more important 
when skills are taught in relation to a unit. In the 
traditional program the skills were taught step by 
step, and drill was given until certain degrees of 
mastery was attained. Now the teacher has to know 
what abilities her pupils have in order to supplement 
with the necessary additions. Formerly teacher-training 
progrmas laid great stress on the teacher's knowledge 
of the step-by-step development in arithmetic. It is 
even more necessary today for the teacher to understand 
1,! 1 
Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 11, p. 475. 
2sueltz, op. cit., p. 32. 
3w. A. Brownell, The Evaluation of Learning in Arith-
met c, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Bureau of 
Pub ications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 
194 ~ Ch. 10, p. 235. 
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Ill 
I 
1 this development. not so as to follow it exactly,rather 
'I to f'ill in the g.;_ps. Ill 
One difficulty in the unit-of-work program in many schools I 
is ~hat the teachers have hoped for certain outcomes but have 
notiknown what outcomes were attained. The teacher should use 
tes(s to determine whether the class and individual members do 
or ~o not have certain understandings. 2 
'; Finally, 11 The true measure of learning is the ability to 
us ell what has been learned in practical life situations. 113 
The reason that children should use what they learn is 
wh~ the writer believes in unit of experience as teaching 
procedures. The writer believes in systematic testing, sys-
terratic planning, and systematic growth of individuals. 
3. Development of Unit Instruction 
A unit to the writer means a meaningful social experience 
of ~he child's interest that gives him growth in his abilities, 
wicens his interests and satisfies his needs for certain 
de"[lni te skills. Lee says, 11A unit consists of' purposeful 
(tc a learner), related activities so developed as to give 
in~ight into, and increased control of, some significant 
as Jfects of living; and to provide opportunities for the 
II 
so ~ialization of pupils. 11 4 
II 
1 
1Lee and Lee, op. cit., Oh. 7, pp. 239-240. 
2Ibid., Oh. 15, p. 680. 
3Brownell, The Evaluation of Learning in Arithmetic, 
op cit., Oh. 10, p. 235 . 
...::...lo:'-f---=:r-
4Lee and Lee on. cit. Oh. 7 n. 22. 
e 
I 
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1/ 
I 
Other educational authorities who agree with Lee's mean-
. 1 2 3 o~ a unit are Keeler~ Jacobsen~ and Strickland. 
Burton says~ 
11 The term 1unit 1 designates a current method o~ 
organizing teaching learning situations. The loose 
usage o~ words and the careless interchange o~ words 
which are not synonymous--source unit, teaching unit~ 
subject-matter unit~ experience unit, center o~ in-
terest, unit o~ work--does not con~use the trained 
and earnest teacher ~or she knows that it is only di~­
~erences o~ words and that there is a wide agreement 
on the essence o~ the de~inition. She knows that it 4 is the orderly procession o~ improvement in teaching." 
One must examine the approaches to understand better the 
me ning o~ a unit. Burton~ 5 Bruechner~ 6 Hildreth, 7 and Lee8 
wr te o~ two unit approaches. One the subject matter prepared 
by ·a curriculum committee and ~ollowed by the teacher. Lee 
ca l1s these traditional units. The other approach is called 
II 
th~ experience unit. These units are developed by the teacher 
!/ 1 
1 K. L. Keeler and M. Sweet~ Units o~ Work, Bureau o~ 
PuJlications, Teachers College, Columbia University~ New York~ 
1911, p. 1. 
ri 2 
1 J. A. Hockett and E. W. Jacobsen~ Modern Practices in 
th .~ Elementary School, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938, Ch. 3 ~ 
p. 64. 
3
strickland, o:e. cit., P· 1. 
·! 4 . 
cit., Ch. 9, 244 . Burton, o:e. P· 
I 
5Ibid., Ch. 9, pp. 244-248. 
6Bruechner and Grossnickle~ op. cit.~ Ch. 3, p. 53; Ch. 4, 
p. 97. 
7Hildreth, o:e. cit., Ch. 7, p. 114. 
8 Lee and Lee, o:e. cit.~ Ch. 7, pp. 223-224; Ch. 7, p. 223. 
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anall child cooperating together to meet the learner 1 s abilities, 
I , 
I ' 
int 1'7rests, and needs in socially si~nif'icant experiences. 
11 The experience unit develops as it goes and can 
be described only after it has taken :place, or in run-
ning account as it takes :place. There is, of' course, 
necessary :pre:planning of' possible materials and-activi-
ties, of' possible ways in which the experience may be · 
developed.nl 
1
1 To carry out the teaching of' a unit to meet the indi-
vid~al child's abilities, needs, and interests is a difficult 
~ ' 
:pro~lem f'or a teacher; yet if' she is eager to teach each 
chi~d, she will f'ind satisfaction in the unit procedure. 
Fir~t she herself' must be a dynamic :person f'ull of' experience, 
activity, and interest. She must love and understand children. 
She must study their abilities, interests, and needs. She must 
know courses of' study, textbooks, and seatwork books. She must 
be able to organize subject matter logically. She must know 
'• 
ho~ to group children according to their abilities, interests, 
and needs. She must know what visual aids and community 
resources are available. She must know how to use these re-
soutrces. She must guide and listen to 
undlrstand the democratic way of' lif'e. 
sel~ f'or everything and anything. The 
challenge should be met. 
the children. She must 
She must :prepare her-
world is changing; the 
For·est 2 and Lee 3 agree that application of' the unit method 
1Burton, 0£· cit., Oh. 9, p. 245. 
2Forest, 0~. cit., Oh. 6, p. 117. 
3Lee and Lee, 0£. cit., Oh. 7, p. 226. 
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I' 
ll I 
dem'nds teachers with a great deal o.f intelligence and .fore-
11 
sigJ:llt. 
1· li In choosing an experience .for a unit one must know the 
II 
children's abilities:! interests, and needs. The selection must 
II be elated to the immediate concerns and purposes o.f the chil-li 
dre~, and to the problems they need to solve. They are de-
velpped in terms o.f li.fe situations and needs o.f the pupils as 
obs~rved by the teacher. Hildreth says, 
op. 
11 Units selected take account o.f the pupil's maturity 
in its major aspects: mental, physical, social and emo-
tional. They are coNpatible with natural behavior ten-
dencies in childhood and are chosen with reference to 
readiness .for learning. They are di.f.ficult enough to 
challenge e.f.fort, easy enough to be completed success-
fully. III 
Lee says, 
II 11 To do an e.f.fective job o.f teaching abilities in 
!
1 
relation to the unit one must understand the possibili-
ties·.for the gradual growth in various .fields, one must 
know where in that growth process the various members 
o.f the class are, and one must be alert to the oppor-
, tunities that occur in the unit .for such instruction. 112 
. Bruechner says, 
"In selecting these more systematic units o.f in-
struction the teacher should consider carefully the 
stage o.f the development o.f the arithmetic ability o.f 
the pupils, their mental level and their needs and in-
terests.113 
There are many di.f.ferent outlines .for unit organization. 4 
II 1Hildreth, cit., 0]2. Oh. 7, p. 111. 
2 
and Lee, cit., Oh. 7, 239. Lee op. p. 
3Bruechner, 11 The Social Phase o.f Arithmetic Instruction, rr 
i • t Oh. 7, p. 150. ; Cl • , 
4Burton, OJ2. cit., Oh. 10, p. 300. 
II 
i 
"In seminar study of' 60 units:~ it was found that the number 
1 
of' neadings varied from one to f'ourteen. 11 
All these educational authorities have pet outlines. It 
is ~ot necessary to select a certain educator but it is neces-
sar~ to f'oililow an outline:~ so that the unit will be a sys-
tem~tic development of' the child's abilities, interests> and 
,. 
neel/ s in a mathematically meaningful and socially significant 
II 
exp:rrience. After the general plans are made the writer be-
lieves as the ~Ulit grows daily plans can be made. The teacher 
and children work together. The teacher guides and accepts 
2 the child 1s ideas. Wipperman and Mennes 1 quotation will help. 
il 
II 
I 
Teaching Procedures Required 
in Presenting Units of' Work 
1. "Form groups or committees of' pupils. 
2. 11Make visual aids available. 
3. "Make use of' reference materials. 
4. "Correlate with other subjects. 
5. 11 Conduct discussions. 
6. "Help pupils develop outlines. 
7. ''Provide drill. 
8. 11 Call f'or oral reports. 
9. ttuse questions to develop understanding of' problems. 
10. "Do testing. 
1Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 7, pp. 252-256. 
2E. G. Wipperman and H. B. Mennes in Lee and Lee, ££· 
ciu., Ch. 7, p. 251. 
-r- . 
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11. 11Display exhibits. 
12. "Provide for individual differences. 
13. "Take pupils on field excursions. 
14. 11 Use the lecture to inform pupils. 
15. 11Arrange for dramatization. 
16. 11Help pupils make articles. 
17. "Encourage pupils to exchange experiences. 
18. "Bring in outsiders for talks. 
19. HEave pupils prepare topical reports. 
20. 11Have·pupils compile notebooks. 
21. "Teach appreciations and attitudes. 
22. ttOrganize and plan materials with pupils. 
23. 11Develop skill in solving problems. 
1 24. "Require written reports. ~ 25. 11Direct pupils in making maps, charts and graphs. 26. "Make a bi:Oliography. 
27. 11Bring-in materials for study. 
28. 11Direct search for materials related to the unit. 
29. 11Read stories to children. 
30. 11Engage pupils in conversation. 
31. 11Develop skills. 
32. "Arrange demonstration experiences. 
33. 11Provide drawing experiences. 
34. 11Direct pupils to general subject matter to be read. 
35. nHelp pupils formulate questions. 11 
In conclusion~ 
i/ nThose who insist on a well-rounded program dealing 
with the social and mathematical phase of arithmetic 
maintain that such a program will not only result in 
the satisfactory development of computational skills 
but also in the enrichment of learning and the well- 1 
rounded development of the personality of the learner. 11 
A s~vey of the better courses of studies and textbooks 
ind cate that the value of experience units as a basis of 
leatning is generally recognized. 
The first type~ a combination of activity and subject-
matver units, is found in the Texas course of study for elemen-
2 
tar v schools. 
Skills in units are more thoroughly retained and have 
mor~ meaning when acquired through a real need. Hockett says, 
nTh~ skills then will be more meaningful because of their 
nee·~ed use in the unit of work, and the unit will be carried 
out more effectively because of increased mastery of skills. 113 
~ 1 . Bruechner and Grossnickle~ op. cit., Ch. 3, pp. 148-149. 
; 2Texas State Department of Education~ Tentative Course 
of ~tudy for Years One through Six~ Bulletin 359~ Vol. 12, 
, No.ll7, Austin, Texas., 1936, pp. 514-516. 
1 A Curriculum Guide for Primary Grade Teachers, op. cit.~ 
Ch. 12, pp. 297-303. 
Bruechner and Grossnickle, op. cit., Ch. 3, p. 52. 
Lee and Lee, op. cit., Ch. 2~ p. 451. 
Bruechner, 11 The Social Phase of Arithmetic Instruction," 
op. cit., Ch. 7, p. 150. 
3Hockett and Jacobsen~ op. cit., Ch. 2, p. 21. 
Boeton qniv~rsity 
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1 Another advantage of' the unit is that nunits and projects 
af'f'~rd splendid opportunities to observe children thinking 
:1 mat~ematically when the stage has not been deliberately set, 
I l 
as ;;-tis in the aritbmetic period. 11 
:I Individual abilities, interests~ and needs cannot slip 
by. · The teacher knows what she wants, what the child needs, 
and:i how to meet these problems. 
I 
I 
11 I:ri life outside of' school the experiences of' 
individuals and groups normally are organized around 
certain dominating purposes or streams of' interest 
which provide incentive and significance, as well as 
a plan of' organization for the varied activities car-
ried on. Teachers have come to find distinct value 
in developing many school experiences in relation to 
centers of' interest which are concerned with basic 2 human needs and activities such as home life, etc. 11 
Therefore the writer believes that in primary grades 
the children need teaching situations in school that they 
expirience in their daily living. It is hoped that through 
,, 
thi"3 research study a second-grade arithmetic grocery store 
uni" can be developed and evaluated through systematic prac-
tici3S in mathematically meaningful and socially significant 
:I 
ex:reriences. 
l Brownell, The Evaluation of' Learning in Arithmetic, 2£· 
ci!., Ch. 10, p. 242. 
-=--, 
2 Hockett and Jacobsen, op. cit., Ch. 3~ p. 64. 
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CHAPTER III 
A SECOND GRADE GROCERY STORE UNIT 
II 1. Introduction 
'· 
In the twenty-five years of teaching the writer has al-
wavs found second-grade children interested in shopping for 
!j. 
mo~her at the grocery store. Through this experience she be-
li3ves that social arithmetic in a balanced program can be 
ac~ieved, but to gain mastery of the subject there must be a 
sy3tematic procedure in practices to meet the individual 
ch ld 1 s abilities, interests, and needs. 
2. Purpose 
Therefore the writer's purpose in this study is to de-
ve op a second-grade arithmetic grocery store unit through 
II · 
sy~tematic practices in mathematically meaningful and socially 
si~nificant experiences and to evaluate some possible number 
si~ificanc~ of the unit approach. 
3 .. Overview 
The plan of this paper is to study the child's background 
an environment, and to project this information into the 
de elopment of the unit and its practices. 
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The unit will be an on-growing unit. The social experi-
ences are followed by the correlated mathematical experiences. 
II 
In this way the child realizes that number is significant in 
hi~ daily life. Later the child 1 s individual arithmetic abili-
tiEs~ interests, and needs are met through systematic prac-
ti es. 
During the development the child receives first-hand 
in~ormation by ~isiting the store with his classmates. He 
as~ed planned informational questions. He saw the organization 
of the store. He stocked the school store. He supplied pic-
tures, advertisements, and pamphlets. He had an opportunity 
to manage_ the school store. He shopped in the school store. 
II 
Heil saw movies and read grocery store stories. 
This unit was started in late September and concluded in 
DE~ cember. Many interruptions of holidays and special health 
e .aminations intervened. It was not talked of every day. To 
k '/ep it an on-growing unit new interests such as reorganizing 
II 
t~e store supplies, making booklets, seeing the movie Food 
Svore, etc., recaptured the children 1 s interests. 
4. Objectives 
I 
.A. Teacher knows 
a. Pupil 1 s Background 
School records. There are 32 children in this particular 
Eecond grade, Needham, Massachusetts. In order to understand 
he children, school cumulative records were studied and 
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-Cunningham Primary Test, Form G~ administered~ scored 
TABLE I 
CHILD 1 S I. Q;. J FATHER'S AND MOTHER'S JOBS, 
AND ACCOMPANYING FAMILY MEMBERS 
ld Father 1 s Mother 1 Older ounger Pet 
Q_. in Work Work Children Children 
Fami 
30 Older chi teet House- Baby 
keeper Sister 
27 Oldest It 2 Sis- Gat 
ters 
126 Oldest fl 1 Broth-
ineer er 
'120 Young- tl 1 Sister 
est 1 Brother 
118 Oldest chas- It 2 Broth-
ing Agent ers 
118 Oldest Sales Cor n 3 Broth-
responden ers' 
118 Older 1ectri- It 1 Brot:Q.er Dog 
· cian 
115 Middle Gardener It 1 Sister 1 Sister Aunt Cats 
115 Chemist Secre- · 
ary 
114 Civil use-
er eper 
-
113 Middle tl 1 Brother 1 Baby 
112 Older If l Sister 
er Ca.t 
~08 rt l Brother Dog 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
I 
j 
-I 
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TABIIr I. (continued) 
ld 
Child's Other 
I Chi Positio p_ Father's Mother's Older Younger Family Pet 
I.(,;. in Work Work ~hildren Children Members 
II Family 
~ Deceased Secretary 10: II 
lOB Older II House- l Baby Step-
If 
keeper .father 
Grand-
,I mother il 
lC~ Young- tt Secretary 2 Broth Grand-
est ers .father 
l( 7 Older Civil House- l Baby 
Engineer keeper. 
l ~7 Older Super- If l Broth-
visor er 
lJ5 Young- Vice II l Broth-1 Sister Fish 
II est President er 
J05 Oldest A..ccount- II 2 SisterE 
ant 
lb4 Young- !Postal II l Broth-
er Clerk er 
03 Oldest Cabinet II 2 Broth-
I !Maker ,, ers 
':i Older IA.ttorney II l Sister ;~-01 
II 
! 
lOl Young- ~air- It l Sister Dog 
er dresser 
I' 97 Young- Executive II tl ll 
,/ er 
95 :J:elephone n Fish 
-
1 
!Repairman 
95 Young- jJontractor It 2 Broth- Cat 
est ers 
! 
90 Second It 1t l Sister 2 Sister s 
I l 
; 
II 
TA~LE I. (concluded) 
il 
Ohild 1 ::: 
Oh.ld 
I '.!Q.. 
Positior Father's Mother's 
in Work Work 
II . Family 
Older MTA Start- House-
er keeper 
88 Oldest Transform 
er In-
spector 
,B3 Oldest Packing 
Engineer 
78 Oldest Sales 
Represen-
tative 
b. Family 
II 
II 
It 
Other 
Older Younger Family 
Children Children Members 
1 Broth-
er 
1 Broth-
er 
1 Sister 
2 Broth-
ers 
1 Broth-
er 
2 Sister~: 
I Out of this group twenty-nine mothers stayed at home 
Pet 
Oat 
Dog 
a ld three mothers worked. Two of these mothers worked because 
tJe fathers have deceased. 
II 
These particular children's grand-
'I p~rent came to live with them . All the parents are interested 
• II 
l the well-being of their children. 
II c. Classroom 
: This is situated in a one-floor school built in 1930. 
T,e desks and chairs are attached to the floor in five rows 
e,ch containing seven desks and seven chairs. Stationary 
b~ackboards are on the front and right walls. The back wall 
e h3..S one teacher's closet, three children's coat closets, one 
fire door and one bookcase. The children's closets have 
blackboards on the shutters to enclose the clothes. There 
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I 
a e four large windows, one bulletin space on the left wall. 
T e bulletin board space is between the four windows. There 
i a bookcase and a table under the bulletin space and two 
w tdows. There is a teacher's desk, two adult chairs, twelve 
s1all folding chairs and the store. 
d. Equipment available 
Needham's School Department supplies a 16 mm. sound film 
pl~ojector and other needs at teacher's request. 
B.l Skills needed 
Each child's abilities, interests, and needs are expected 
tc be met tPrough systematic practices in mathematically mean-
in~ful and socially sigp.ificant experiences. 
a. Count meaningfully with concrete objects~ pictures, 
SE mi-concrete materials and number symbols. 
li 
Rote 1 to 10 
: .LL to 100 
10 to 100 
II 2 to 32. 
3 to 33 
Enumeration--counting to find a number .in a group 
Identification--naming the number of objects counted 
Reproduction--selecting a certain number of objects 
Comparison--telling which group has more or less objects 
Grouping--placing together a certain number of objects 
b. Read numbers 
·r Number symbols 1 to 100 
I 
Cardinal one to ten 
/ 
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Ordinals first to tenth 
Number vocabulary 
c. Write numbers 
Number symbols 1 to 100 
Cardinal one to ten 
Ordinals first to tenth 
d. Fractions 
1/2 1/4 1/3 
e. Measurement 
Inch, foot, yard 
Pint, quart 
Dozen 
Pound 
Penny, nickel, dime quarter 
Calendar (one month) 
li Clock 
f. Basic facts 
Basic addition and subtraction facts 
5. Approaches 
11 There can be many approaches to a grocery store unit in I• 
tbe second grade. 
A. Through the class discussion of children's experiences 
atlthe grocery store. 
I B. Through the teacher reading a
1
grocery store story: 
Tei and Nina Go to the Grocery Store. This may be followed 
by class discussion of children's errands for their parents. 
1
M. DeAngeli, Ted and Nina Go to the Grocery Store, 
Do~bleday, Doran and Company, New York, 1935. 
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1 
0. Through the showing of the film, The Food Store, 
followed by class discussion. 
11 D. Through the 11 stage setn grocery store pictures dis-
played about the classroom. 
I In this particular second grade the grocery store unit 
uard the first approach. In no way does the following pro-
cedure call for stereotyped teaching. It just suggests a way 
or.e teacher secured information and taught the subject. 
6. Work Period 
A.. Introduction 
II. 
11. 
II 
a. Discuss interests 
Teacher: 11How many of you go to the grocery story to 
buy food for your fathers and mothers? Raise your 
.4and if you do go to the grocery store. Let us count 
together to know how many children go to the store.tt 
(As they count the teacher touches each child who has 
his hand raised.) 11We have counted twenty-three. 
Therefore twenty-three go to the grocery store. Who 
can write twenty-three on the board?n 
Six children at one time write twenty-three on the board. 
Some write it correctly; some do not. 
Teacher: 11We write twenty-three this way--23. It means 
t~nty and three. (Teacher writes 20 + 3 = 23.) 
Who would like to count the children to find out if 
twenty-three is the right answer?tt (This time the 
children who go to the grocery store may stand as · 
they are counted.) 
Three children volunteer. Each has a turn. As each 
child counts out loud he touches the boy or girl who 
goes to the grocery store. If the counter does not 
know the next number in the sequence, other children 
will help. 
1Encyclopedia Britannica, The Food Store, Primary No. 59. 
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Teacher: 11 Twenty-three is right because we have twenty-
three as a number each time. Who would like to write 
twenty-three on the blackboard? 11 
All children have an opportunity. (If child does not 
write twenty-three correctly) it is erased; teacher 
writes it; and child copies and says twenty-three. 
At this time no more attention is given to its mean-
ing as this will be taught later.) 
Teacher: 11Who does not go to the grocery store? Will 
you raise your hands? Let us count them. 11 • (As the 
teacher touches child) the class counts out loud.) 
11We find that there are nine who do not go to the 
grocery store. Who would like to write nine on the 
board? n 
All children have an opportunity to write 9. If made 
wrong, the teacher helps child to write it correctly. 
Teacher: "Let us put the twenty-three and nine 
to see if we· have all answered the question? 
this adding. We write it like this: 23 · tt 
together 
We call 
9 
Teacher talks it ou:b. 11 3 and 9 are 12. 
in the unit column and add the 1 ten to 
1 ten and 2 tens are 3 tens. Place the 
tens· column. WJio can read this number?tt 
points.) 11Yes, 32. Now, let's find out 
in this room has answered the questions. 
find out? 11 
Child: 11 Count the children." 
Place the 2 
the 2 tens. 
3 tens in the 
(32 Teacher 
if everyone 
Row can we 
Teacher: "Yes, who would like to count all the children 
in this room? 11 
Three other children volunteer. Other children listen 
and contribute number in·sequence if counter needs 
the help. 
Teacher: nWho can write thirty-two?" 
All children have an opportunity to write 32. 
Teacher: "Did all the children in the room answer ques-
tions about going to the grocery store?n 
Children: "Yes. 11 
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Teacher: 11How did you know? tt 
Children: 11 There are 32 children in the room and 32 
is the answer of 23 and 9: 11 
The teacher to save time has written the names of 
the grocery stores or markets in this town on the 
blackboard. Then she takes a roll of the places the 
children shop. All who stop at the store of which the 
teacher points, are counted and total is listed. 
Rimmele 's Market 
A and P Store 
Red Store 
Star Market 
Crossman 
First National Food Store 
Brown 1 s Market 
Steven's Fruit Store 
Total 
7 
7 
1 
1 
1 
13 
1 
1 
~ 
Teacher: 11Would you like to build a grocery store in 
your classroom?u 
Children: 11Yes. n 
Teacher: 11You say 'yes,' but how can we tell that the 
children really want a store?" 
Children: 11 Vote. 11 
b. Vote 
Teacher: 11What will I put on the board so that you can 
vote?" 
Children: 11 I want a store. 11 
' 
11 I do not want a store. 11 
Teacher: "That is good thinking. (A.s teacher reads, 
she points.) If you want a store, put a mark by 
'I want a store'; and if you do not want a store, 
put a mark bY. 1 I do not want a store. 1 Let us line 
up and vote. 1 
Children come to the blackboard, take turns and put a 
mark by their choice. 
Teacher: 11Let us count the marks. Thirty-two children 
voted for a store. Who can write 32? 11 
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:c. Use ari tbmetic 
Count by 1 1 s to 32 
Write numbers to 32 
Match concrete pictures, semi-concrete objects and 
symbols to groups of less than 32 
B. Plan store 
a. Discuss 
I' b o 
i 
i 
I 
Teacher: 11What do we want in our grocery store?tt 
Children suggest articles. 
Teacher writes list on blackboard. 
Teacher: "How do you know that these articles are in 
the gro eery s tore? 11 
Children: 11We have seen them. 11 
Teacher: 11How are these articles arranged on the shelves? 1 
Children contribute many answers. 
Teacher: 11We have many answers. How do we know the 
right ones from the wrong ones?n 
Children: 11 Go to the store to see for ourselves." 
Teacher: 11 Shall we vote to see how many children want 
us to go to the grocery store to find out t.he truth?" 
Vote 
Children suggest sentences for grocery store voting. 
Teacher writes them on board. 
We want to go to the grocery store. 
We do not want to go to the grocery store. 
11Now children think for yourself, take your turn and 
put one mark under the sentence that you think is 
wise to do. We shall do what the most want to do. 11 
(Procedure as on preceding page) 
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C. !Plan trip 
a. Discuss 
Teacher: 11We have voted to go the grocery store. We 
must ask permission to go. Whom shall we ask?n 
Children: 11 0ur principal, our mothers arid the grocer. 11 
Teacher: 11 How can we ask them? 11 
Children: ltWe can go to them. We can write to them." 
Children and teacher discuss both ideas . 
. ; Teacher: "How shall we decide what to do?n 
Children: Vote. 
b. Vote 
If the teacher handles the situation cleverly, probably 
the children will decide to interview the principal 
because the principal is in the building and to write 
to their mothers and the grocer because they are away. 
(Voting procedure and counting votes described on 
preceding pages.) 
c. Write letter 
Teacher guides children into formulating a letter to 
the grocer. 
Children suggest ideas in sentences. 
Dear Mr. Higgins~ 
May my second grade classmates come to your 
store on Thursday, October fourth, at 10:30 6 1 clock? 
They want to see your store. They want to ask you 
questions. They want to buy something. 
Your fr'i end, 
Allan 
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Judge. and evaluate 
All children write letters. 
Each row displays its letters. 
The other chilfu>en'come forward~ judge and evaluate. 
After each child has d~spl~yed his pa~er, the vote 
is taken. The teacher writes each child's name on 
the blackboard. The children come forward and put 
their marks under the name of the child whose paper 
they thought best. (The procedure for 'counting the 
votes ~as been previously discussed.) The letter 
receiving the most votes is taken to the store by 
the child who lives nearest to the store. 
Make a c!l:ock say 10:30 
Each child iS given a circle with a 7-inch diameter. 
Fold circle in half. 
Fold circle in quarter. 
Write 12 at top on fold. 
Write 6 below 12 on bottom of fold. 
Write 3 on quarter fold. 
Write 9 on quarter fold opposite 3. 
Fill in evenly other numbers in proper place on clock 1 s-
face. 
Make hour hand point to 12 o'clock. 
Make minute hand point to 6. 
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f'. Make a calendar 
!\ Use :paper 81! by lOin ruled 3/8 11 long ways. 
if Fold in eights lengthwise and sidewise. 
Out of'f' one row at side and row across the bottom. 
lOin 
0 0 T 0 B E R 
cut 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
of'f 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
811 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27. 28 
29 30 31 
cut 
of'f' 
g. Write letter to :parent 
d 
Teacher guides children and class works cooperatively. 
Dear Mother~ 
We are going to make a grocery store. We want 
to see a real store. 
May I go with my class tomorrow? May I buy 
some·groceries f'or our f'amily? Please write an 
answer. 
Your son 
Each child writes home to his mother. It is best to 
request a written answer to :protect the teacher if' 
an accident should occur en route and the children 
enjoy reading their mothers' letters and displaying 
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the same on the bulletin board. 
Make permission return chart 
The children brought answers with their permission to 
go with class to the grocery store in the following 
manner: the first day, four permissions received; 
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second day, ten permissions; third day, seven permissi ; 
and fourth day, six permissions, making a total of 
twenty-seven letters received. Three parents tele-
phoned. Two children were absent. 
Chart I 
Order of Permissions Received 
October 2, 19 
1. first 
2. second 
3. third 
4. fourth 
Ann 
Elisabeth 
Janice 
Douglas 
October 3, 19_ 
Same recording each day until completed. 
October 4, 19 
I 
II 
.li 
Ill 
I: • 
l. 
I II 
il 
I! I! 
II 
Discuss 
Teacher: HNow that we have permission to go, let us. 
make a list of' what we want to know." 
Children: 11Wb.at foods does the grocer sell? 11 
Teacher: 11 Name the foods you think the grocer sells? 11 
(Through discussion it was brought out that foods 
are classified into certain groups: f'ruits,vegetables 
box food, can foods, bakery, dairy frozen food, 
meat, fish, candy, cold drinks.) 0How many different 
groups of' foods have we? 11 
Children count ll classifications. 
Teacher: 11What do we want to know about these f'oods?tr 
Children: 11How_does the grocer sell them? How does he 
mark the prices on them? How does he arrange them 
on shelves? From where do they come?n 
Teacher: 11 How are we going to find out the a:Uswers? 11 
Children: "We can have co:rmnittees. 11 
-Teacher: 11 How many committees will you need?tt 
Children: "We shall need eleven committees. 11 
Teacher: 11 How are we going to know how many people 
should be on each committee? 11 
Children and teacher decided to put down 32 marks 
to represent the 32 children in the room. Then 
draw around eleven marks because there are eleven 
classifications. 
CZilllllZ[jj)([j; I I I I I I 2/) I I I I I I I I I I 
ll ll lO 
Children: nwe shall have three people on every com-
mittee but one. 11 
Teacher writes the eleven food classifications on the 
board. 11Who would like to be on the Fruit Committee? 
The first three children shall be on it. Place your 
name under the Food heading. 11 (Other committees 
appointed likewise.) 
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Teacher: 11 Now we need a chairman f'or each group. What 
qualities do you think a chairman should have? 11 
Children: 11 He should be able to ask questions. He 
should listen to other people. He should see that 
other people want to listen to him. 11 
Teacher: 11How are we going to elect a chairman? 11 
Children: rrvote. 11 
Teacher: 11Each child has selected a committee on which 
to work. We can elect one of' these people to be the 
chairman. Let us choose the fruit chairman f'irst. 11 
(The teacher reads and points to the names.) 11 I am 
going to have little papers passed to you. We call 
them ballots. Write the name of the person whom 
you think will be a good chairman. 11 
Children write the name on the ballot. 
Teacher: 11 Now we need three tellers. Tellers count 
the ballots. (Teacher chooses three.) Beverly, 
Robert and Richard. You are the tellers. Beverly, 
will you put Barrie's ballots in one pile and count 
them? Richard, will you put Nancy's oallots in one 
pile and count them? Robert, will Kou put Patty's 
ballots in one pile and count them?' 
Teacher: 11 Nancy has the most votes. She is the chair-
man." 
Other chairmen are elected. 
Teacher and children name duties of' the chairman. 
Children: He should think things out. 
He should lead the group. 
He should listen to the opinions of members 
of' his committee. 
He should see that each member has a job. j He should report the findings to the class. 
P· Meeting of committee 
Teacher: 11 Now that we have a chairman, will the Fruit 
chairman call her committee together and have each 
member choose what he wishes to ask the grocer.rr 
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The chairman will call his members together. He will 
ask each member what questions he wishes to ask the 
grocer. The chairman will give each a piece of paper 
to i~ite his question down. If ·a child does not know 
what question he wants the leader will give the child 
a question. This should be done for each group. 
Other committees choos.e their questions. 
II k. Make informational charts 
Subject guided by teacher 
~uestions suggested by children 
Committees formed by children who desire special 
interest 
Question selected by child who wished to find informa-
tion from grocer at his store 
Chairmen elected from committee by vo~es from the 
class 
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Chart II 
I. Fruit 
Committee: 
Nancy s., Barrie, Patty 
Q.uestions: 
1. What f'ruits are sold? (Barrie) 
2. How are they sold? (Patty) 
3. How are they arranged on the shelves.? (Nancy S.) 
4. Where are the prices? (Barrie) 
5. From where do the fruit come? (Nancy) 
·II. Vegetables 
Committee: 
Chart III 
Allan, Tom, Richard R. 
· C4uestions: 
1. What vegetables are sold? (Allan) 
2. How are they sold? (Tom) 
3. How are the) arranged on the shelves? (Richard R. 
4. Where are the prices? (Tom) 
5. From where do the vegetables come? 
(Allan) 
! 
I 
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Chart IV 
III. Box Food 
Corrmiittee: 
George_, Cecily_, Robert J. 
~:uestiohs: 
1. What foods are sold in boxes? (Robert) 
2. How are they sold? (Robert) 
3. How are they arranged on the shelves? 
(George) 
4. Where are the prices? (Cecily) 
5. From where does the food come? 
(Cecily) 
Chart V 
IV. Can Food 
Connnittee: 
Ann B._, Sandy_, Elisabeth 
Q,uestions: 
1. What foods are sold in cans? 
(Elisabeth) 
2. How are they sold? (Elisabeth) 
3. How are they arranged on the shelves? 
(Ann B.) 
4. Where are the prices? (Sandy) 
5. From where does the food come? (Ann B.) 
!f 
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Chart VI 
V. Bakery 
Committee: 
Nancy R.~ Carol H.~ Beyerly 
Q;,uestions: 
1. What roods are sold in the bakeshop? 
(Beverly) 
. 2. How are they sold? (Nancy R.) 
3. How are they arranged on the shelves? 
(Carol) 
4. Where are the prices? (Carol) 
5. From where does the rood come? 
(Beverly) 
Chart VII 
VI. Dairy 
Committee: 
Kay, Janice B., Janice T. 
~uestions: 
1. What roods are sold? (Janice T.) 
2. How are they sold? (Janice B.) 
. 
3. How are they arranged? (Janice T.) 
4. Where are the prices? (Janice B.) 
5. From where does the rood come? (Kay) 
Chart VIII 
VII. Frozen Food 
Conrrn.ittee: 
Dick C.> Douglas, David M. 
Q.:uestions: 
1. What frozen foods are sold? (Douglas 
2. How are they sold? (Dick C.) 
3. How are they arranged on the shelves'! 
(Douglas) 
4. Where are the prices? (Dick C.) 
5. From where do the frozen foods come? 
(David M.) 
Chart IX 
VIII. Meat 
Committee: 
Betty B., John, Sandra 
Q,,uestions: 
1. What meats are sold? (Betty B.) 
2. How are they sold? (John) 
3. How are they arranged on the 
shelves? (John) 
4. Where are the prices? (Betty) 
5. From where does the meat come? 
(Sandra) 
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Chart X 
IX. Fish 
Committee: 
Ann Marie, Richard V., Peggy 
~uestions: 
1. What fish are sold? (Richard V.) 
2. How is it sold? (Peggy) 
3. How is it kept? (Richard V.) 
4. Where are the prices? (Peggy) 
5. From where does it come? (Ann Marie) 
Chart XI 
X. Candy 
Committee: 
Merilyn, Robert P., Paul 
~uestions: 
1. What candy is sold? (Merilyn) 
2. How is it sold? (Paul) 
3. How is it arranged on the shelves? 
(Merilyn) 
4. Where are the prices? (Robert P.) 
5. From where does it come? (Paul) 
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Chart XII 
XI. Cold Drinks 
· Connni ttee: 
Charlotte~ David B. 
Q.uestions: 
1* What cold drinks are sold? (Charlotte) 
2. How are they sold? (Charlotte) 
3. How are they 
(David B.) 
arranged on the shelves? 
4. Where are the prices? (David B.) 
5 .• From where do cold drinks come? 
(Charlotte) 
1. Make rules for trip 
Children through teacher guidance will probably make 
the following chart: 
Chart·xiii 
Plan Our Trip 
1. Walk with your partners 
2. Follow the leader 
3. Committee in order ask questions 
4. Buy our groceries 
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m. Make plans to carry out rules 
·I 
I 1. Read numbers in sequence and keep rules in order I 
!I 
I• 
+· 
ii 
(N~unber sequence) 
2. Count by two 1 s, read and write number 
Children in committee groups choose their partners 
for walk to store. 
Children count by two 1 s. 
Children draw children with partners wal~ing to 
the store. Under each 2 children write 2 and 
below count by two. 
'-
fi 
II 3. Group in threes at store 
II 
'I 
1\ 
Committees have three members. 
Children draw floor plan with committee members 
standing together. 
3 
j 
3 
//)__ 
8 
)S 
il li L------------------,----____. 
j) 
'I' so 
·1 
,. 
n. Recognize money 
1. Recognize penny> nickel, dime, quarter 
e 2. Match the coins with money values. 
I Chart XIV 
I . 
-
! Money 
r: 
,, 0 ' penn!! ' 
I 
/?!CJre/ 
I 
dme 0 
--
l 
gt~at !er 
I 
I 
i 
( 
-
I 
\ 
I 
i! 
~:.;. ..... , .. :_ > ,. 
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Chart XY 
j 
j 
-
Correct Coins Placed Above Words 
j 
. 
I n;.cke I j J pen/J; ecS ---
j 
j 
/0 fJeh/7/e-s - I J;'IJ7 ~ j -
j 
j 
:L l?ickels - I c/;.fn -e j -
j 
j 
:20 renn;i:::D :;::. I f!Hrrl-er j 
j 
0 /JicJeJs 
j 
- / gwor/-er j 
j 
- j 
-
~dines t;tx/ / 1}/ck/= / yt;ar fer j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
Make children 1 s pocketbooks 
Eaeh child.who has·a pocketbook displays its contents 
to be checked and understood before tri~. The chil-
dren have mother·1 s shopping list and money on their 
desks so that everyone can see. 
Teacher:nHow many articles does your mother want you 
to buy? 11 
Charlotte: ttone.n 
Teacher: 11Wha t is it? 11 
Charlotte: 11 Cat food. 1~ 
Teacher: nHow muchmoney have you, Charlotte? 11 
Charlotte: 11A quarter or 25¢. 11 
In similar questioning each child is checked as to his 
shopping objects and the amount of money he has. 
Make address slips with telephone numbers 
Children copy his name, street and number and telephone 
number. The child gives information, teacher writes 
on board. These slips are placed in the pocketbook 
with shopping list and money. 
i q. Review grocery store plans 
il 
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Chart XVI 
Reviewed Plans 
1. We are ready to go. 
2. We know the date. 
3. We know the time. 
4. We know a penny, nickel, dime, quarter, anc 
half-dollar. 
5. We know why we are going to the grocery 
store. 
6. We have our shopping lists, money and ad-
dress slips in our pocketbooks. 
7. We know how much money we have in our pock-
etbooks. 
8. We know what we want to buy at the store. 
9. We know how many things we want to buy at 
the store. 
10. We know how we,are going to walk with our 
partners to the store. 
11. We have our questions numbered and we 
know when to ask our questions. 
12. We know when to shop for ou~ mothers. 
13. We shall listen to quest.ions and wait :for 
our turns. 
14. The chairman of' each committee is re-
sponsible for his committee questions and 
behavior. 
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D Go on trip 
Teacher: ttHave you your mother's shopping lists, your 
money, your address and your question in your pocket-
book? Check to see. Will the chairman of Group I 
call her group? Now have the children line up in 
order of their questions." (Each group stands in 
place as this technique is repeated for all groups.) 
"Take hold of your partner's hands. Let us count by 
2 1 s to see if we are all here. Why do we count by 
2 1 s and not by l 1 s? 11 
Children: 11 It takes less time to count by 2 1 s.n 
E Visit store 
The grocer ·-greets the children. 
Teacher to the ~rocer: 11We have some questions to ask 
you. M.ay we? 
Grocer: ni 1 11 try to answer the questions. tt 
Teacher: 11 Group I chairman, are you ready? 11 
Group I Chairman: uYes. Will you ask the first ques-
tion?" 
Barrie: ttWhat fruits do you sell? 11 
Grocer: "Peaches, lemons, oranges, bananas, grapes, 
apples. 11 
Chairman: 11Who will ask the second question? 11 
(This continues until all children who needed to ask 
their questions. Some chil~en did not need to because 
they could see the answers.}' 
Q.uestions were interrupted by three customers coming 
to shop in the store. By observing these shoppers, the 
children saw that grown-ups had shopping lists, selected 
products, gave money in exchange of articles; and the 
grocer used cash register and adding machine to transact 
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business. He gave the shoppers change. (As soon as 
customer had completed his shopping, the rotation of 
questions continued until all children were satisfied.) 
Teacher: 11The children who wish ·to buy may do so. 11 
(The children take their mother's shopping list in 
hand.) Then in turn~ they either select or ask grocer 
for articles on list. As child comes to cashier with 
articles, he asks price of each article. Then he says, 
11How much in all do I owe you? 11 Grocer tells him. 
Child slips money out of pocketbook on the bench. Gives 
grocer right change or the grocer says, ttGive me a dime 
or nickel, etc. 11 (The grocer has had a lot of experience 
with small children and knew just how to help the chil-
dren to learn about money and shopping.) 
After shopping the grocer gave each child a Hoodsie, 
spoon and napkin. This called for an opportunity to 
count again, to become ac.quainted ·with words 11more, 11 
11many. 11 11We need four more. 11 11We have three too many. 11 
I . Return to school 
The same procedure for going to the store was repeated. 
The chairman called committees together. The committees 
got in order and found partners. Then counted off by 2 1 s. 
~. Report 
Teacher: 11Will the chairman of the Group I, the Fruit 
Committee, call her group together. Bring up chairs 
and sit up in front to report findings. 11 (Need three 
chairs) 
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nchairman, will you ask for reports in the order of 
questions? 11 
Chairman has each member read questions and tell answers. 
The teacher takes notes as the discussion progresses. 
Later she will make charts. All committees report. 
Children recognize number sequences in the answers to 
fheir questions. 
Chart XVII 
Summary of ~uestions for Trip 
with Answers from Trip 
I. Fruit 
Committee: 
Nancy S., Barrie, Patty 
~uestions: 
1. What fruits are sold? (Barrie) 
Apples, bananas, grapes, lemons, oranges, 
peaches 
2. How are they sold? (Patty) 
By the pound 
By the dozen 
By the box By basket 
3. How are they arranged on the shelf? (Nancy) 
By color 
By size 
4. Where are the prices? (Barrie) 
On fruit 
On box 
On shelf 
5. From where does the fruit come? (Nancy) 
,Oregon 
Florida 
California 
S6 
,; 
Chart XVIII 
II. Vegetable 
Committee: 
Allan, Tom, Richard R. 
~uestions: 
1. What vegetables were sold? (Allan) 
Carrots, cucumbers, lettuce, pota-
toes, tomatoes 
2. How are they sold? (Tom) 
In baskets 
By pound 
By numbers 
3. How are they arranged? (Richard R.) 
By color 
By size 
4. Where are the prices? (Tom) 
On card stuck into the groups 
On poxes--stamped 
5. From where do they come? (Allan) 
California etc. 
Florida 
Maine 
The other nine committees 1 reports and charts were 
made by having the questions followed by the answers. 
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H. Report by shoppers 
Teacher puts problem on board. 
Children discuss the money spent and change returned. 
'First: 
Nancy had 26¢'. 
She bought bubble gum for 1¢'. 
She bought Life Savers for 5¢'. 
She had 20¢' left. 
Second: 
1¢' 
+5 
6 
Barrie had $1.00 
26¢' 
-20 
-6¢' 
He bought Wheaties for 220. 
He has 78¢' left. 
$1.00 
- 22 
-rro¢' 
Third: 
Tom had 13¢'. 
He bought candy for 5¢'. 
He had 8¢' left. 
13¢' 
~ 
Fourth: 
Dick R. had 25¢'. 
He bought gelatin for 25¢'. 
He bought bubble gum for 3¢'. 
He had nothing left. 
22¢' 
+3 
25¢' 
25¢' 
-25 
-a 
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\Fifth: 
! 
Cecily had 26¢'. 
She bought some rice for 26¢'. 
She had nothing left. 
·Sixth: 
26¢' 
-26 
-a 
Robert J. had 25¢'. 
He bought dog food for 25¢'. 
He had nothing left. 
Seventh: 
25¢' 
-25 
-a 
Sandy had 6¢'. 
He spent 6¢' for bubble gum. 
He had nothing left. 
Eighth: 
6¢' 
-6 
0 
Carol had 2¢'. 
She bought bubble gvm for 2¢'. 
She had nothing left. 
Ninth: 
2¢' 
-2 
0 
Beverly had 5¢'. 
She bought candy for 5¢'. 
She had nothing left. 
5¢' 
-5 
0 
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Tenth: 
Dick 0. h~d 30¢. 
He bought bubble gum f'or 5¢. 
11 He had 25¢ lef't . 
i;Eleventh: 
30¢ 
-5 
25¢ 
Douglas had 27¢. 
He bought a box of' teabags f'or 16¢. 
He bought 3 pieces of' bubble gum f'or 3¢. 
He spent 19¢. He had 6¢ lef't. 
Twelfth: 
16¢ 
+3 
19¢ 
David M. had 25¢. 
He bought a dish cloth f'or 15¢. 
He bought a piece of' candy f'or 5¢. 
He spent 20¢. 
He had 5¢ lef't . 
Thirteenth: 
15¢ 
+5 
20¢ 
Betty had 25¢. 
She bought soap f'or 5¢. 
She had 20¢ lef't. 
X' 25¢ -20 
-5¢ 
Fourteenth: 
Jobn had 25¢. 
He bought a can of' apple sauce f'or 10¢. 
He bought candy f'or 10¢. 
He has 5¢ lef't. 
10¢ 25¢ 
+10 -20 
!: ·~:~; 
·.~ f~~ . 
;·. ,- ... 
Fifteenth: 
Ann Marie had 11~. 
She bought dog f'ood f'or 15~. 
She had 2~ lef't. 
Sixteenth: 
J:7~ 
-15 
~~ 
Richard V. had 48~. 
He bought soup f'or 25~. 
He had 23~ lef't. 
Seventeenth: 
48~ 
-25 
23~ 
Merilyn had 39~. 
She bought peaches f'or 35~. 
She had 4~ lef't. 
I Eighteenth: 
Paul had 26~. 
He boug~t evaporated milk f'or 20~. 
He spent 3~ f'or bubble gum. 
He had 3~ left. 
Nineteenth: 
20~ 
+3 
23~ 
26~ 
-23 
~~ 
Oh~rlotte had 25~. 
She bought cat food f'or 15~. 
She had 10~ lef't. 
25~ 
o;-,15 -
10~ 
91. 
Twentieth: 
David had 25)£. 
He spent 5)£. 
He had 20)£ left. 
25)£ 
-5 
20)£ 
Ten children did not buy anything. 
Two children were absent. 
Chart XIX 
These problems are printed on oak tag for children's 
reference. 
Experience from number problems 
Count 
Money 
Measurement l Addition and subtraction facts 
I. review of trip to grocery store 
1
: Chart XX on following page 
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Chart XX 
What we did: 
We planned our trip. 
We had committees. 
Each committee had a chairman. 
Each knew what he wanted to ask grocer. 
We walked with our partners who were com-
mittee members. (Patty) 
We looked at the store. (Peggy) 
We went into the store. (Richard V.) 
We asked Mr. Higgins our questions. 
(Richard R.) 
We bought something for our mothers. 
(Nancy R.) 
People c~~e to the store. They bought 
groceries. 
A salesman came into the store. 
A truck driver delivered cold drinks. 
(Richard C.) 
Mr. Higg~ns gave us icecream. (Bobby P.) 
A bread truck came to the store. (Elisabeth) 
We walked back to school. (Nancy S.) 
We reported our answers to our questions. 
(Ann Marie) 
Experience number at store 
Rote counting 
Read numbers 
Price tags 
Money 
Scales 
Cash register 
Cash slips 
Measurement 
Dozen 
Po1U1d 
Box 
Can 
Pint 
Q,uart 
Money 
J Write thank-you letters 
Chart XXI 
Dear Mr. Sullivan, 
Thank you for the lumber and the boxes 
that you brought to school. 
I 
We shall use them when we make our grocer~ 
store. 
We hope you will come to see it. 
Your friends 
Dear Mr. Higgins~ 
Thank you for letting,us visit your 
store. 
Your friends 
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K.i Blan school 
a. Draw store 
Teacher: "What are we going to do about our school 
store? How is our store going to look? 11 
Children: 11 Let us draw designs for our store. We 
can choose the plan we like best. 
The children will draw a plan that they can follow. 
Teacher: ur notice that your stores are different 
colors. 11 
Count colors 
Teacher: 11Let T s count the different colors· that you 
have colored your store.n 
c. Vote for store color 
Teacher: nwe hope to make one store. What are we 
going to do about the colors at our store?n 
Children: 11Let us vote. 11 
Teacher will put all the suggested colors on the black-
board. Children put one chalk mark under Dis chosen 
color. 
d. Count the votes 
e. Discuss school store plans 
Teacher: 11Wha t are we going to do about building 
our grocery store? tt 
Children: nwe can use orange crates or cardboard 
boxes. tt 
Teacher: nrf we use orange crates, from where do we 
get them? 11 
Children will volunteer to bring orange crates. 
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The teacher might be fortunate enough to have boards 
donated for upright-ends. If not, they do not cost 
too much. In this second grade one of the fathers 
was an A and P store manager. He was very interested 
in the work and contributed to the cause. 
f. Make chart of supplies acquired 
Chart XXII 
Store Supplies 
1. Charles brought the first orange crate. 
2. Alice's father gave us 4 clean orange 
crates. 
3. He brought 10 pieces of wood sn X 1 11 X 72ft. 
4. He brought 40 new pint icecream boxes. 
5. He brought 75 half-pint boxes. 
g. Measure experiences 
Recognizes an inch, foot and yard 
Compare lengths 
Measure the boards for the store 
Read numbers on measuring rules 
Chart XXIII 
' 
Measure Chart 
12 inches - 1 foot - : 
e 3 feet = 1 yard 
36 inches ::::l 1 yard 
A foot is smaller than a yard. 
A yard is larger than a foot. 
\ 
I 
h. Arrange boxes for store 
Children arrange 5 orange crates. 
They select 3 for store because of limited floor 
space. 
I i. E
1
xperience gr
1
ou
1
ping small groups together to make 
arger or sma er groups 
Examples: Charles' and Alice's fathers' crates 
make 5 crates 
1 + 4 = 5 4 + 1 = 5 
They are going to use 3. 
5 - 3 = 2 
j. Measure height of teacher and children so that each 
can s tand in store. 
Chart XXIV 
Health Chart 
Thursday, October 20 
Name Height Weight 
Douglas 48 52 
Charlotte 47 57 
Kay 50 62 
George 51 60 
Janet 51 67 
.(\nn M. 49 45 
Dick R. 49 48 
Nancy R. 49 70 
'k. Measure and saw wood for store uprights. 
-· 
l. Write numbers in sequence. 
Blank 2n by 3n cards given children. 
Class members are given a number in sequence to write 
on card. 
m. Read numbers 
T_eacher calls number in sequence and child has turn 
:; at hammering, sawing, or painting as need arises. 
Figure 2 
/ J/t' -1 -----'------)--1 
I 
7ff 
-
~-~- .. - - ------ -·1 ~ yl 
~ (I 
f--jj_~ ',_, l'-
' ll 
- /'/ ...._ ;_:',. 
--7 ' \ 
Children 1 s Store 
(Three orange crates) 
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Figure 3 
' 
f 
- I 
" /.:J---1 
Figure 4 
, 
1.00 
'' 
n. Measure store needs 
Chart XXV 
e 
Store 
3 orange crates 
Top 12 11 by 12 11 
Side 24n by 12tl 
'.J 10 boards 12 11 by 6ll by 1 11 
} 4 boards 12tl by 6!1 by lfl 
4 boards 42 11 by 6!1 by lit 
2 boards 48 11 by 6" by lit 
4 boards 14tt by 6tl by 1" 
1 :paper for awning 12 11 by 36tl 
I 
,. 
Chart XXVI 
Supplies Bought 
'i 
1 :pint turpentine 45¢ 
1 211 brush 20¢ 
1 211 brush 20¢' 
1 :pint green enamel 90¢ 
1 quart yellow enamel (bargain) 100¢' 
215¢' 
or $2.15 
e 
y 
; 
.. - ~ ·-· ·-· ·- •'-'"'• ...... _ ·-~' 
Chart XXVII 
Tools Needed 
II 3 Hannners 
II 
3 Saws 
Nails 
Paint brush 
Cleaning cloths 
~. Make store 
Children took turns arranging, sawing, hammering, and 
painting. 
~· Contribute 
I 
I a. Make charts 
October l7 
First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Chart XXVIII 
Cans 
Beverly one 
Dick two 
George .four 
Merilyn two 
Daily contribution list made out. 
~oston Ynivereity 
Scha.:Jl l"Jf 'f~hc~ti<>n 
can 
cans 
cans 
cans 
:iO:l 
~ i 
'' 
• 
Chart XXIX 
Weekly Inventory.Chart· 
Cans Contributed 
Fruit Juice 
3 6 
3 1 
2 1 
1 3 
9 11 
Vegetable 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
13 
Soup 
3 
1 
2 
l 
7 
Co:ffee 
3 
1 
4 
All cans opened at home with a folding edge opener. 
Cut on the bottom so that labels in school store 
can be read. 
All cans clean. 
No fish cans accepted. 
Chart XXX 
Chart Labels 
Can Label Contributions 
October 16 
First 
Second 
Third 
.Fourth 
Elisabeth 
Marc 
Cecily 
Merilyn 
Continued each day. 
six labels 
four labels 
two labels 
ten labels 
Chart XXXI 
Chart Receipts 
Receipts Received 
October 16 
First Charlotte 
Second Peggy 
Third Richard V. 
Continued each day. 
b. Make signs 
eight receipts 
seven receipts 
five receipts 
Make signs with pictures and prices 
c. Bring shopping bags:~ baskets and small wagons 
d. Contribute toy telephone 
1. Telephone store orders 
2. Make telephone directory 
e. Make store supplies 
10 of each food made by committees 
\ f. Experience 
1: Children draw and number the 72 boxes that Alice's 
I father brought. They divide them in ten and label 
each ten boxes with the same food. 
DDDDDDDDD 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
DDDDDDDDD 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
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N Used store number \ 
I 
a. Count 
Children count cans by 1 1 s, 2 1 s, 10 1 s. 
Children :find number o:f cans in groups. 
Children name the number o:f cans in groups. 
Children select a certain number o:f cans. 
Children compare groups~-more or less, large or 
Children group cans together to make a certain 
b. Read number 1 to 100 
Prices on cans 
Prices on price list 
Number on charts 
Telephone number 
Number words :from charts :for order 
c. Write numbers 
Inventory 1 to 100 
Prices 
Groups 
d. Do basic :facts 
1. Introduce 
Teacher: 11Dick, will you buy 1 can? 11 
small. 
group. 
Dick goes to store and places can on her desk. 
Teacher writes 1 on the blackboard. 
Teacher:"Cecily, will you buy 2 cans?n 
Cecily puts 2 cans on her desk. 
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II 
Teacher writes 2 below the 1 l 
2 
Teacher: ttDick has l can and Cecily has 2. Does 
·anyone know how many cans the children have? n 
Child: 11 3. n 
Teacher: ttHow do you know? 11 
Child: 11 1 + 2 are 3. 
Teacher! 11Let us·prove that 3 is the correct 
answer. Dick has l can. Cecily will take you 
2 cans and add them to Dick 1 s 1 can. Dick, 
will you point to each can as we count. 
11Everyone count l, 2, 3.n 
11 Children, 3 is right.n 
uLet us say 1 + 2 = 3. 11 
Teacher draws equal sign and writes 3. Again 
she ~oints to each number and says the complete 
example. 
Teacher: "Let us write it on our paper. Dick had 
l can. Drawl can. 11 
D 
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11 Cecily had 2 cans. We added the two cans to 
Dick's cans. Let us put this sign after Dick's 
can to show that we add Cecily 1 s 2 cans to Dick's n 
0 +' DO 
11Draw Cecily 1 s 2 cans. How many cans have we 
now, children? 3. Let us count. Let us put 
number symbols below our drawing. n 
0 + DO = 
l 2 = 3 
: 
. I 
I 
I 
Teacher: nHow can we arrange the example differ-
ently?n 
0 1 
D 0 + 2 
-
3 
Children draw 
Teacher: "Can we arrange them differently? 11 
DO 
2 
DO 
0 
+ 
+ 
D = 
1 = 
2 
+ 
1 
3 
Teacher: ttDick, you have 3 cans. 11 
Teacher writes 3 on the board • 
Teacher: 11Marc, will you take 1 can from Dick? 11 
Teacher writes 1 below 3. 3 
1 
Teacher: nHow many cans have you, Dick. n 
Dick: 11 2. 11 
-.--:-----
Teacher: 11 Is 2 less than 3? tt 
Dick: "Yes. 11 
Teacher: 11We call this subtraetion or we say 
take-away. Marc took away 1 can. We write it 
this way. Dick had 3. Marc took away 2. We 
'•';.-"'.: ... ~ ,., ~'"'-" 
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use this sign- to show that.it is a subtraction 
example. (Teacher writes on board·as she talks.) 
Three take away 2, leaves 1. 11 
11Let us draw a picture on the 
other side of' your paper." 
3 
-2 
1 
ttDick had 3 cans. 
-8-0 D 
Marc took one. Cross out 
one for Marc's can. Let us 
write the number symbols 
below picture. 11 
3 - 1 = 2 
"Can we write it another way. 
z 
D 
D 
2. Practice 
3 
-1 
2 
Children who have the same dif'f'iculty are grouped 
together. (The arithmetic needs, interests, and 
abilities have been f'ound through individual test-
ing and the children are grouped according to the 
findings. No group exceeds eight children.) 
Two storekeepers 
Two pencils 
Two packages of paper 2 11 by 4 11 
1.0'7 
li 
I 
II 
li 
A group comes to the store. In a basket on a table 
away f'rom the store are oak tag cards 2 11 by 1 11 with 
written examples on which a particular group needs 
practice. This group of' children line up and each 
one takes a card. He takes a wagon~ bag or basket 
to hold his cans. He goes to the store. He reads 
2 
card +5. He says to storekeeper~ 11May I have two 
cans of' soup?tt Storekeeper writes down 2 on his 
blank card while the child takes two cans and places 
them into wagon. Child says, 11 May I have 5 more 
cans? 11 The storekeeper writes 5 under the 2 and 
asks, 11How many cans in all have you? 11 Child counts 
and says, n7 cans. II Storekeeper says, n2 +-5 are 7, 
and child says, 11Yes 2 -r 5 are 7. li 
' 
The child drops his card into a box and takes the 
11 
storekeeper's card. He takes this card to a cashier. 
The cashier checks answer and number of' cans in the 
wagon. If' answers check, the cashier stamps slip wfutr 
a rubber date stamp. Then shopper takes receipted 
slip_and cans to desk. He may shop again until suf'-
f'icient practice has been given. Tbe.n another group 
may have an _opportunity to shop to correct their 
dif'f'icult examples. At the end of' the group shopping 
experience, the example slips may be stapled together. 
il 
0 See movie;' 
The Food Store1 (This is shown to continue and add 
interests.to the growth of the grocery store unit.) 
a. Review incidents in movie 
As the children tell in sequence what happened in 
the movie the teacher writes it on blackboard. 
The Food Store Movie 
Mother and children go shopping for food. 
They leave the wagon outside and go into the store. 
The children read the shopping list. 
They get the store shopping wagon. 
Mother bought 5 pounds of apples. 
Jack got frozen peas at the deep freeze unit. 
Mother bought meat from the butcher. 
il Ann bought juice and oatmeal. 
A boy was refilling the can shelves. 
Mother found a bargain. 
They bought milk from the dairy section. 
Ann bought two loaves of bread at the bakery counter. 
All three checked shopping list. 
The wagon was pushed to the cashier. 
They paid for everything. 
A boy put the food into the bags. 
Jack took the bags to his wagon. 
They walked home. 
lEncy_clo:Q_edia Britannic~, The Food Store, ·Primary 59. 
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b. Select incident for classroom movie 
Children read incidents in order 
Children select incident to draw 
Each child in turn goes to board and writes his· 
initials by selected incident 
On 12 11 by 18u ma:ril.ifl:.a paper child draws incident 
Write incident under drawing 
c. Arrange all papers in sequence 
Child reads incident in sequence 
Child brings drawing as incident is read 
Fasten incidents together 
Make title page 
Fasten title page to incident roll 
Put dole into movie frame 
Paste top of title page on top dole 
Put lower dole into movie frame 
Paste lower edge of last picture on lower dole 
Roll lower dole so that all pictures will be on this 
dole 
This will let-audience see top of picture first 
d. Make movie frame 
1. Tools 
(a) Need over-all frame 20 11 by 18 11 (Wooden box is 
best) 
(b) Need two doles to extend 3 11 from each upright 
e 
.. , 
I 
I 
' 
) 
' v 
\ 
.. 
... .. 
···f·· 
side (Doles go through both upright sides. The 
doles must be able to be turned easily.) 
r--
vs 
_../ 
' 1'' II' ' .., ' .... 
/ 
"~ I\ 
I J ·, ; / ' 
~6' r II 1' I' (''___, 
---
Figure 5 
e. Experience number 
1. Rote counting 
2. Read numbers 
3. Write numbers 
4. Measure in inches 
7. Number Experience 
1 • Courit 
Answers, attendance 
Ballots, boards, bottles, boy, boxes 
Cans, candies, cards, cardinal numbers, charts, 
committees 
Day, dimes 
Flash cards, feet, food fruit 
Girls, gr(}ups 
Hoodsies 
Inches 
Labels, Lilly cups 
Magazine, market news, money 
Newspapers, notes 
Objects, ordinal numbers, orange crates 
Pages, pamphlets, papers, pictures, pints, pounds, 
posters, permissions, price tags, problems 
~uarts, questions 
:ltl 
B 
Rulers 
Seatwork cards, scores, shopping bags, store visits 
Tools 
Vegetables, votes 
Yardstick 
Read number 
Amount, answer, attendance 
Bulletin board 
Calendar, can labels, cardinal number, card, cash 
register, cash slips, change, chart, circulars, 
clock, committee, comparison, counting 
Dates, day 
Example 
Flash cards 
Groups 
Height, house numbers 
Index, inch 
Letter, Lilly cups 
Magazine, market news, money 
Newspaper, nickel, notes, number 
Ordinal number 
Page, pamphlet, paper, penny, picture, permission, 
price tag, problem 
~uestion, quarter 
Records, Roman numerals, ruler 
Scale, score, seatwork, sequence symbols 
Telephone, total 
Words 
Yardstick 
C Write number 
Amounts, answers, attendance 
Bulletin board 
Calendar, card, cardinal nurabers, cash slips, can labels, 
chart, circulars, clock, compar;son 
Date 
Example 
Flash card 
Height, house number 
Index 
Market news, measure 
Note 
Ordinal 
Page, pamphlet, paper, poster, price tag, problem 
Q,uestion 
Record 
Score, seatwork, symbols 
tl2 
• 
• I I 
Telephone, total 
Vote 
D Fractions 
Amounts 
Calendar, change, committee 
Group 
Measure 
Paper, problem 
Ruler · 
Total 
E Measure 
Dime, dozen 
Foot 
Hour 
Inch 
Money 
Nickel 
Penny, pint, pound 
~uart, quarter 
F. Basic facts 
·n.~ 
Addition facts up to the sum of 10 with corresponding 
subtraction facts . 
i>. 
' 
.. J 
'I 
.j ./!:~ 
,, 
'_ ....... · 
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CHAPTER IV 
SYSTEMATIC PRACTICES 
1. Objectives 
The objectives are the arithmetic skills to be taught. 
Re~er to Chapter III, part 7, for number experiences that can 
j 
be used to teach skills through systematic practices. 
A. Count 
a. Rote--1 to 10, 1 to 100, 2 to 32, 3 to 33 
b. Enumeration 
As the chil~·enunts he places finger on object; this 
is called a 11 one to one relationship.n1 
Identification 
When a child names a number in a group, he 11 identifies 11 
the number. 2 
d. Reproduction 
When a child selects a certain number of a group, 
he "reproduces 11 the number. 3 
e. Comparison 
When a child determines whether there are more or 
j 1Lee J. Brueckner and F. E. Grossnickle, How to Make Arith-
n~tic Meaningful, The John C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 
J947, Ch. 5, p. 171. 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid. 
I --
1.:14 
less in a group he must ttcompare. nl 
f. Grouping 
1. "Partial 11 grouping 
Child recognizes one group and counts by ones 
from that point to get total number. 
2. Groups 
Child recognizes two or. more groups; he puts to-
gether or takes away to find answer. 
B Read numbers 
a. Number symbols to 100 
b. Cardinal one to ten 
c. Ordinals first to tenth 
d. Number vocabulary 
C Write numbers 
a. Number symbols 
b. Cardinal one to ten 
c. Ordinals first to tenth 
Fractions 
1/2 1/4 1/3 
• Measurement 
Inch, foot, yard 
Pint, quart 
Dozen 
Pound 
Penny, nickel, dime, quarter 
Calendar, l month 
Clock 
• Basic facts 
Addition facts, the sum not to exceed 10 with 
:1:15 
li 
,t corresponding subtraction facts. 
2. Procedure 
In teaching the arithmetic objectives there are four steps 
tc be used for meaningful understanding of the skills. 
A. Concrete objects 
A library of concrete objects may be made from children's 
~ collection of bottle tops, cans, coins, etc. 
II 
a. Count 
l. Cans in groups not over ten are placed around the 
room. Child goes to the cans, count the number and 
tell the answer. 
2. Boxes or other container about the room may contain 
desired number of objects to give needed counting 
practice (one type of object in a container). Not 
more than 10 objects in a container. Child with a 
folded paper 6n by 9 11 goes to container. Write number 
and name of objects until all spaces are filled. 
Teacher checks paper. 
3. Child takes containers to desk. Makes groups of 
objects and places corresponding number symbol below. 
4. Many other ideas develop. 
b. Money 
i 
l 
;t 
1. Money charts 
Ibid., pp. 185, 186. 
tl6 
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Seatwork I 
~an you match the money? 
1 
-
l 
0 0 I 
cent .nickel dime quarter 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
e 
Real money cemented to its corresponding coin size. 
Matching money kept in a box. 
.. 
~ · .
. , 
~ I 
'-
• 
f. 
. 
. 
Seatwork II 
He :W many penn,;ies equa], each coin?' 
penny 
I 
'nickel 
0 
dime 
-
.. :~ 
quarter 
~eal money cemented to correspond*mg coin size. 
~eal pennies in box to equal coin values • 
1.18 
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Seatwork·III 
Hnm many pennies e~ual each coin? 
r 
( 
.. H ckel · 
'II'-'- . -!; 
~l!l.arter 
0 
•.enny 
0 
ciiime 
~·--., 
'·• 
R: al money cemented t 0 corre EJI>On'a::i.~~.ie 0in si.z e. 
' . 
R~al pennies in box to equal coin va:t.ues. 
:1:19 
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!c. Basic .facts 
l. Store 
For addition child goes to the store to buy 3 cans. 
He puts cans in shopping bag and takes them to desk 
(keeps them in a group). He returns to store to 
buy 4 more. He returns to desk as before. Writes 
3 + 4 - Counts cans or develops the idea of group 
adding. 
For subtraction he buys a number of cans. He takes 
them to his desk. A neighbor borrows a certain 
number of cans. Writes 7 - 3 -
This is carried through entire unit. 
2. Lilly Cups 2" in diameter 
B. Pictures 
For addition fasten 2 Lilly cups together. Place 
3 pennies in one. Place 4 pennies in other. Child 
counts or develops group adding 3 + 4 - As work 
progresses a nickel may be placed in one cup and 
pennies in other 5 ~ 2 = 
For subtraction a number of pennies may be placed 
in cup. Child may take a number from cup 7 - 3 = 
etc. This is used throughout unit. 
These can be secured from circulars, magazines, news-
papers or can labels. They can be drawn. Flash cards 
l 
and charts are very meaningful with pictures. 
libid., p. 174. 
:1.20 
·a. Count 
' 
1. Charts gtt x 12n with pictures not to exceed 10 are 
placed around room. Child selects chart and tells 
number of picture. 
2. Charts are made by child. 
3. Number booklets are made by child. 
4. Pictures drawn to match its number. 
II· 
5. Numbers given picture drawn to match number. 
6. Pictures of trip are made into booklet. Pages num-
bered in sequence. 
7. Seatwork. 
"b. Basic facts 
" ii 1. For addition three pictures and four pictures. 
Write 3 + 4 = etc. 
2. For subtraction count seven pictures out. Take 
three away. Write 7 - 3 = 
(Seatwork samples on following pages) 
C. Semi-concrete 
For all skills the following suggestions are used: 
li 1 ~· Charts are made. Flash cards 9 11 by 6tt are made to match 
II 
II charts. Seat cards 2
11 by 3" are made. Number is put 
11 on one set and semi-concrete figure put on another set. 
Child at desk matches cards. 
D. ~ymbols 
I ~· Count, read, and write 
I 
I! libid._, p. 174. 
' 
Seatwork IV ' 
Dr w a line f'rom one f'ood to one f'ood. . (Teacher will explain.) 
~1t----~------_j 
' On.-tc-one corresp<;mdence. \'.,· 
( 
' •· 
' 
Seatwork V 
D aw a line from 3 to a picture of three objects. 
(I• 
·.v 
,, ·/1 
i! ,·;&,.:'·,; 
:124 
Seatwork VI 
Write the answers. 
;·',:, 
:125 
Seatwork VII 
I Write the answers . 
I 
) 
+ 
I f 
f 
-f I 
I 
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Seatwork VIII 
I I 
-
r (~) s 
- ~~J p 
-
-~~l 9 
I 
II 
,I 
. 
:- 1.27. lj' !, . 
Seatwork IX 
·' 
Write number and word. 
' 
--
_, 
i ;7 
I 
I v I v 
' 
·I / 
' ri '-.__../ 
.. 
r 
I~ fwo A -fwo 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. 
-
I 
,. 
··~ ·-~: 
""':· 
" 
'(-'". 
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Seatwork X 
--
/Write number and words. 
j 
-
( D I 01/E I 
' ( 
0 +wo 
, r . I D -1-/;l'eL 
f-. p -four 
;) 
~' I 
/'/ye 
"0 . 0/X 
e 0 J'eYel? 
r 
I 
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Seatwork XI 
' 
e 
Write number a~d-.words. 
,. 
~ 
I 
IS'~ ~ /;rsf j I; ' il 
:1 
!('l ~ 
ueconcl J '· ., 
1~, --...... 10;!-c/ ' f l 
I 
'/" ~ IClr;r;J ~~ f ~ 
il .. 
~~ -.., ·' ' -h'f~h J ; ,..___ 
' I 
\ ............ j s/xfA 
I 
I 
,.- ~ 
seYeol!f e t _f •. .. -·' 
·, 
.·, 
,. 
;·' 
·, ~ 
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Seatwork XII 
• Write numbers and words. 
~--~.----~-----~--~~ 
1-r-------r---l----+--------l -
J"eCOI?c/ 
I 
- lour 
- JJX 
I 
-t!-' --+-----+--~-1---------! -
l. Charts made 40 11 by 4on f'or printing of' the lOO digits. 
Corresponding f'lash cards 4 11 by 4 11 are made. Child 
matches number. 
2. Child makes own chart lOn by 10 11 • Makes another. 
Cuts up second and matches the number to his f'irst 
chart. 
3. Chart 10 11 by 10 11 made on oak tag. Numbers on· chart. 
Certain spaces cut out. Child places chart on l 11 
ruled paper. Writes missing number with colored 
crayon. Removes chart and replaces numbers. 
4. Flash cards 9 11 by 6ti on which is printed one number 
symbol. 
Cards passed to children. Teacher gives number. 
Child stands with number. 
Teacher calls three numbers. Children arrange 
themselves in sequences. 
5. Desk cards 2tt by 4n. Children write number symbols 
on cards and play games. 
6. Market circulars and market receipt Slips are used 
to select larger or smaller number. Child puts a 
circle of' colored crayon around directed selection. 
7. Seatwork. 
i.3:l 
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Seatwork XIII 
e Fill in the spaces with correct number. 
'I 
1/ j J LJ 0- 9 /0 -? p-
I ,I; 'J.. /j li IS /? I 7 If I 9__ 2 6 'I i. 
II 
~ I ~j ~j X i6- j~ 27 j_y jc; jo 
!~ / 9~ Jj 3Lf j!J- J~ j 7 l( jq L)O 
I~ I// L/-2 1-S ft "' 1-? ¥7 LfV 19 y-o 
' J__/ s-j 6CJ 6!} k~l I , OJ- St s-7 s-r )\ 0 C) 
I ~· I b!Z 0lJ by -tS bh tf' t9 70 )(_ / 
.I 
;"; 7j_ ?8 lf 7S r-7 £ 71 . 7 J7 79 ~ 
Y~- yj r!f r6 yb Y7 K f'9 CJd X. 
c 1 9:< X 9/f 96 96 9.7 9·~· 9? /Jrf I 
~ ' 
- .. 
. . 
:t .. ~ 
' 
7 
i 
.. 
' 
.. 
. 
. 
rit·~~- ,, -~ ..... ' 
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Seatwork XIV 
-
Count to lOO. 
! 
I j J ~ d b 7 ~ 9 /o 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. r 
e I ' 
I 
,. 
Seatwork XV 
P t a line around the 
1 rger number. 
l 
I 
. . 1· · ·1 . 
' I I 
ll'---------+I-Jj_ _ ____lO r~ i. L8 __ . _ 
I : : 
Put a line around the 
smaller number. 
~ 
I 
I 
f rr 2 __ 
I I 
It------·, ~0 .or I . • q . 1 ... \o 1 s-
1 l I 
I I I ~·- \P arf 7- _ ............... L _of: 7 
.. I i :~ I . : 
~~-----~~-:'1 ~ --Jarj_ 9 . ..... ... . .. . .. J ... . (Jtr,:
1
1 
- __ f ____ _ 
1 1 I 
I ~ 
' I 
I -
_ rZ \or 0 lf rf 9 
I l 
/J io.L+ i -------·-··-c$_ -VJT ~ 
'i' .. 
. ~. . q :.--·. 
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! 
ut a line around the 
arger number. 
-
I 
Seatwork XVI 
Put a line around the 
·smaller number. 
. ~? /. jOt] ,i-:7 ..... 
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B Basic :facts of addition with corresponding subtraction facts 
I a. Cards gn by 6 11 to match picture and semi-concrete cards 
are made for all examples. Picture, semi-concrete, and 
symbol card are placed together . 
• r-
• • e • 
·:~~· 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
sy rn /; o l.r. 
,
1 
b. Individual cards 2 11 by 4tt are made by children. 
have example on one side. Other side has answer. 
are kept in the desk for their reference. 
j I \ I 
' 7 ' ' 1 i i I 
\ 
They 
These 
c. Individual cards 4 11 by 9 11 are kept by each child. The 
examples for which he needs special attention are placed 
on his card. Child practices by himself on his needed 
examples. 
d. When child is cashier at the store he writes examples. 
e. Child writes daily work. 
f. Seatwork. 
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Seatwork XVII 
Write the an$wers. 
I j 
s- 0 --¥ lj 
~j_ - !j -j -c_j 
' 7 I lf- c2 
12_ ¥- _L / 
-. I~ lj J- j 
-If-
-I -. / -~ 
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I 
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-~ 1/ -.lj I ~ - ~
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I 
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-
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-
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-d 
~ 
I 
-
29. 
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-
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3. Conclusion 
In this chapter the systematic practices are only sam-
The teacher with her knowledge of the skills needed from 
·, ond-grade courses or study, the individual class needs> and 
possible concrete number experiences in a grocer~ stor~ 
t, can guide her children systematically towards meeting 
skills meaningfully in socially significant experi-
s. 
Fractions, measurement and number words were experienced 
not stressed. Recognizing coins by using real money; 
ting> by writing the number symbols; selecting larger or 
ller number symbols by reading symbols; and doing the basic 
tion facts with the corresponding subtraction facts in 
and written situations were stressed most and are evalu-
in the following chapter. 
1.38 
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CHAPTER V 
EVALUATION 
1. Introduction 
The children used in the working of this unit were 
tb~rty-two second-grade children. Their I.~. 1 s ranged from 
II 
78 to 130 with a mean I.~. of 108. 
Meaningful arithmetic was met in the children's socially 
significant experiences, but only four aritbmetic outcomes 
were tested. These are Recognition of Money Denomination with 
I 
Corresponding Values, Counting by Writing Number Symbols, 
Knbwn Mental Process Used in Oral Basic Addition Facts with 
! 
'I Ccwresponding Subtraction Facts, and Oral and Written Basic 
Achition Facts with Corresponding Subtraction Facts. The . 
te~ts are informal and teacher-built. The same test was re-
pekted twice; once as an inventory test, and once as a final 
telt. 
II 
2. Tests 
' 
'I 
AI 
. I Recognition of Money Denomination with Corresponding Values 
a. Materials 
28 pennies 
10 dimes 
3 quarters 
1.39 
~. 
Teacher notebook ruled with question number at top 
and names at the side 
Administration 
Child comes to tJacher 1 s desk. 
Teacher asks question. 
Child answers by selecting correct coin or coins. 
Teacher checks responses in notebook. 
Oral Money Recognition Test 
Q,uestions 
1. Pick up a nickel. 
2. Pick up a penny. 
3. How many pennies make a nickel? 
4. Pick up a dime. 
5. How many pennies make a dime? 
6. How many nickels make a dime?. 
7. Pick up a quarter. 
8. How many pennies in a quarter? 
9. How many dimes and nickels in a quarter? 
10. How many nickels in a quarter? 
c. Scores 
The score is recorded by counting the number of er-
rors that each child made during his test. 
d. Tables 
1.40 
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I TABLE II I 
i 
I 
RECOGNITION OF MONEY DENOMINATIONS 
WITH CORRESPONDING VALUES 
• Q.. Inventory Final I.Q.. Inventory Final 
j 
Test Test Test Test 
Errors Errors Errors Errors 
30 2 0 107 absnnt 
27 3 0 107 1, 0 
26 2 0 I 105 3 3 
20 0 0 105 0 0 
18 1 0 lO;g, 1 0 
18 4 0 103 2 2 
18 0 0 101 absent 
15 2 0 101 4 0 
~15 2 0 97 absent ~14 absent 95 1 f) 
D.-13 0 0 95 3 3 ~12 3 0 90 3 2 ~08 5 0 s9· 2 0 
).08 1 0 88 1 2 
108 3 0 83 2 l 
108 5 0 78· 2 0 
Total 58 13 
In descending order of' I. Q.. 1 s the corresponding s cores 
a e recorded. 
Score is the number of' errors made on questions. 
I.~. means Intelligence ~uotient (Pintner-Cunningham 
P ~imary Test~ Form C). 
1.4j_ 
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TABLE III 
RECOGNITION OF MONEY DENOMINATIONS 
WITH CORRESPONDING VALUES--
CLASS SCORES RECORDED BY ERRORS MADE 
Class 
Errors 
Made 
ventory Test 
nal Test 
The score 
§ 
<D 
P-1 
0 
0 
is 
e. Conclusion 
rl 
~ 
C) 
•rl 
!Zi 
0 
0 
the 
H 
Q) 
+> 
Q) H a Cll 
•rl & A 
0 2 
0 0 
number 
H 
rt.lrl l1.l l1.l Q) l1.l <D 
<D<D Q) Q) <D+> rll=! 
.,;,.::q .,;s 
-riH <1).,-l 
a.~ §iS a g ,!:;:!A 0 
<D!Zi Q) <D(ir .,;~ 
P-1 P-1~ P-1 !Zi •rl 
~ .,; ~ 
•rl •rl 
3 1 11 4 
0 0 2 0 
wrong on questions. 
l1.l 
Q) 
H S H (/.}(!) 
-rl<D 
rl+> A+> 
<D H I H 
,!:;:led l1.l cd Total 
C) :3 rl~ 
•rl & <De? !Zi ~~ ~ 
•rl ;;ci •rl 
18 19 58 
5 6 13 
:;·:::. 
Twenty-eight children took the inventory and the -final 
t.sts. 
,, 
From the scores on the inventory tests the class was 
d:vided into three groups to correct errors and to have sys-
1 
I 
'I t~matic practices. 
I~ Group I--To correct questions 5, 6, 8, 9, lO 
I.~. 1 s for group 127, 118, 112, 108, 108, 108, 108, 
105, 104, 95, 90 
Group II--To correct questions 9, 10 
I.Q. 1 s for group 130, 126, 115, 115, 105, 103, 89, 
a3, 78 
Group III--To correct question 10 
I.~. 1 s for group 118, 108, 107, 104, 95, 88 
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In both tests the least errors were made on questions 
1, 2, 4, and 5 while the most errors were made on questions 
9 ~nd 10. The final test showed an increase of 45 correct 
re~ponses over the inventory test. 
I 
It is interesting to study the results of the I.~. 's. 
In both tests the five children who made the least total errors 
1 ha~ I.~.'s of 120, 118) 113, 105, and 108. 
The five who made the· most total errors had I.~. 's of 95, 
I 2 10·, 90, 108, and 108. 
The I.~. measurement does not always predict success. 
Th,t>ough systematic practices twenty-four children improved 
anc three children held the same scores. 
H 
B. licounting by Writing Number Symbols 
!I 
na. Materials 
1/ 
1 Paper 10n by 10tt ruled into 1 11 squares 
b. Administration 
I 
l 
II 
Each child in the class has a piece of paper. 
Teacher says, 11Write number 1 here (She points to the 
first square). When I say 'Go' count by writing the 
numbers down on your paper. Count as far as you can 
go. When I say 1 Stop 1 put down your pencil and sit 
up. 11 Children are given 15 minutes. 
1These I.~. 's are listed in descending order of errors 
made. 
2Two children had I.~.'s of 105. 
Four children had an I.Q. of 108. 
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c. Score 
The score is the highest written number symbol made 
'4t [ I by the child. 
d. Tables . . 
TABLE IV 
I 
CLASS SCORES FOR COUNTING BY WRITING NUMBERS--
I IN DESCENDING ORDER OF I. Q.. Is 
~.Q.. Inventory Final .I .Q. Inventory Final Test Test Test Test 
U-30 70 200 107 109 229 
P-27 19 109 107 . 88 173 
~26 100 199 105 absent 
P-2o 99 430 105 100 134 
P-'18 100 200 104 absent 
U-18 100 159 103 32 209 
P-18 100 209 101 100 200 
b-15 37 200 101 0 170 
P-15 100 209 9'7 100 333 
b-14 absent 95 100 200 
!113 56 378 95 absent 
P-12 99 123 90 absent 
tLo8 19 99 89 12 1'79 
p_o8 109 200 88 19 103 
~08 28 118 83 100 239 
P-o8 109 209 78 33 110 
I 
order of I.Q.. 1 s the corresponding scores I In descending 
ar e recorded. 
-
I 
I 
-
e 
II 
TABLE V 
CLASS SCORES FROMWRITTEN COUNTING TESTS 
i 
~ lLghest 0 50 100 150 2:oo 250 300 350 400 Fber to to to to to to to to to 
c f~mted 49 99 149 199 249 299 349 399 450 
In ~en tory II · Test 9 5 13 0 0 ·0 0 0 0 
Fi ~al Test 0 1 6 5 12 0 1 1 1 
le. Conclusion 
Twenty-seven children took the inventory and final tests. 
_Th~ results of the inventory test show that the class should 
be ildi vd::.ded into groups for systematic results. 
li 
jj Group I--I.~.'s 89_, 88_, 127, 108, 108, 78, 103, 115_, 
113, 130 
Group II--I.~.'s 107_, 120, 118_, 118, 118_, 126, 115, 105J 
101, 97, 95, 83 
Group III--The rest of the class 
The following I.Q.'s 120, 113, 97, 103, and 89 showed 
thE greatest improvement. The least improvement was made by 
I.C .'s 112, 105_, 118, 78, and 108. Again this shows that I.C4. 
me~surement does not always predict success. The final test 
shc1,wed an improvement made by every child. Therefore through 
syEtematic practices growth can be made. 
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C. Known Mental Process Used in Oral Basic Addition Facts 
1 with Corresponding Subtraction Facts 
" 
a. As the discovery of these known mental processes was 
made during the administration of the inventory and 
final test on oral basic addition facts with correspond-
ing subtraction facts the procedure is found in part D 
of this chapter. 
b. Score 
The score is the number of times a mental process 
was known to the teacher. 
c. Table 
d. Conclusion 
As the writer was unable to use more class time on 
arithmetic testing the mental processes were only re-
corded for the inventory and final oral tests. It is 
better to evaluate these known mental processes before 
making conclusions on the basic addition facts with 
corresponding subtraction facts. The results of the 
inventory test showed that the class should be divided 
into groups to develop systematic thinking. 
Group I--Change from fingers to objects 
I.~.'s--78, 83, 88, 89, 90, 101, 107, 108, 127 
(The work of Group I is repeated for Group II) 
Group II--I.~. 1 s 126, 118, 115, 112, 108, 130, 95, 
95, 104 
-1.4.7 
,, 
II 
i 
I 
TABLE VI 
KNOWN MENTAL PROCESS USED IN THE 
e i ORAL ADDITION TEST 
I Fin- Marks Ob- Count Re- · Clock Guess Tap Ruler Total Q. gers jects lated 
I I I F~t- IF I F I F I F I F I F I F I F I F 
li b l 2 3 0 
1~ '7 4 1 1 2 '7 1 
1: 6 3 3 0 
li 0 1 1 0 
l 8 1 1 0 
1 8 2 3 6 11 0 
l 8 3 l 1 5 0 
1 5 2 
., l 3 0 
l '5 2 3 5 0 
1 4 4 1 2 5 2 
l 3 1 l 0 
1~2 2 1 1 4 0 
1~8 l l l l 1~8 2 2 1 3 2 
1p8 6 3 l 10 0 
lb8 1 5 l '7 0 
,1 b'7 2 l 3 6 0 
1 brr 9 l l l 12 0 
1p5 2 2 4 0 
lP5 3 2 5 0 
lb4 l l l 1 
lb3 2 2 0 
1~)1 3 1 l l 6 0 
101 2 1 l 3 '7 0 
9'7 4 2 6 0 
95 l l 1 3 0 
95 1 1 2 3 2 6 3 
90 '7 2 '7 2 
89 5 1 5 l 
88 '7 2 '7 2 
83 4 1 2 6 1 
'78 4 1 4 1 l 3 12 2 
-· 
Tc tals 
63 10; 25 l 11 2 18 3 35 0 4 0 8 2 1 0 0 0 P-65 18 
~~-I = Inventory; F = Final. 
d 
In descending order 
rocesses are recorded. 
of I.~. 1 s the corresponding mental 
:t 
-
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i T.!BLE VII 
I 
' 
KNOWN MENTA.L PROCESS USED IN THE 
e ORAL SUBTRACTION TEST 
I 
I ~. Fin- Marks Ob- Count Re- Clock Guess Tap Ruler Total gers jects lated 
I 1 I F* d I F I F I F I F I F I F I F I F I F II 
l ~0 2 l 3 6 0 
·I 
l CllJ 0 2 3 l l 7 0 ij 
l 6 6 6 0 
l 0 2 2 0 
l 8 2 4 6 0 
l 8 3 2 5 0 
l 8 2 3 1 2 8 0 
1 5 6 6 0 
1 5 6 1 7 0 
1 4 3 3 0 
l 3 1 2 3 0 
1 2 4 3 7 0 
1 )8 6 1 3 9 1 
1 8 3 1 4 0 
1 18 3 2 1 6 0 
1 )8 2 4 3 9 0 
1 )7 1 5 6 0 
1 J7 5 3 8 0 
l )5 3 1 2 6 0 
ij~ 1 1 2 4 0 8 3 1 8 4 1 .3 2 4 6 0 
1 1 2 1 3 0 
1 1 1 3 3 l 3 11 0 
;~ 3 2 5 0 2 2 0 
5 5 2 7 0 
0 6 1 1 2 9 1 
.....- 9 5 1 6 0 
8 7 3 2 2 11 3 
3 2 1 l l 2 6 1 
118 3 6 2 11 0 
-~ To al:: 79 9 37 0 36 0 10 1 23 0 3 0 6 0 2 0 7 0 203 10 
~H = Inventory; F = Final. 
In descending order of' I.Q,. 1 s the corresponding mental 
p ocesses are recorded. 
' 
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TABLE VIII 
MENTAL PROCESS OF THE CLASS ORAL TEST 
e RECORDED IN DESCENDING ORDER 
A de :Ltion Total Add:it:Lon Total Subtract:Lon Total Subtract:LonTotal i;l: F I F 
Fir ~ers 63 Fingers 10 Fingers 79 Fingers 9 
Re (lted 35 Count 3 Marks 37 Count 1 
Mar lks 25 Guess 2 Objects 36 Marks 0 
Cot ~t 18 Objects 2 Related 23 Related 0 
Ob.J bets 11 Marks 1 Count 10 Objects 0 
Gue ss 8 Related 0 Ruler 7 Ruler 0 
Clc ck 4 Clock 0 Guess 6 Guess 0 
Tar 1 Tap 0 Clock 3 Clock 0 
RuJ er 0 Ruler 0 Tap 2 Tap 0 
165 18 203 10 
I 
TABLE IX 
TOTAL NUMBER OF MENTAL PROCESSES 
I' RECORDED FOR EACH TEST GROUP 
I Addition Subtraction 
'1 est I.T.M.P.* F.T.M.P.~~ I.T.lVI.P. F.T.M.P. G~oup Total Total Total Total 
I 
I 
Fj rst 16 0 9 0 
Se cond 24 1 27 0 
Tl ird 28 2 33 4 
Fe urth. 25 12 34 1 
Fj f'th 25 1 33 1 
Sj xth 24 1 33 3 
SE venth 23 1 34 l 
Total 165 18 203 . 10 
e~ *I.T.M.P. - Inventory Test Mental Process -
F.T.M.P. -- Final Test Mental Process 
Group III--Change from marks to related facts 
I.Q;.'s 118, 118., 108, 108, 107., 107, 101 
Group IV--Change from counting to related facts 
I.~. 1 s 105, 97, 95 
The class used the following known mental processes: 
co,~ted on fingers, drew marks, counted objects, counted to 
se~f, made relationships, looked at the clock, just guessed, 
l 
ta?ped on the desk, or counted numbers on rulers. In all the 
orl3-l tests the known mental process of counting on the fingers 
to find the correct answer was used 161 times and by 40 chil-
dren. This known mental process had the highest number of 
us9.ge. 
I) The First Group Test used the known mental processes the 
le~st. In the Third and Fourth Group Tests the known mental 
pr~cesses were used the most. 
I Three hundred sixty-eight known mental processes were 
us~d in the inventory tests and 28 were used in the final 
.I 
te~t. An improvement-of 340 known mental processes was made 
in
1 
the final test. In the inventory addition test 165 known 
mental processes were used, and in the final test 18 known 
mental processes were used. Two hundred and three known mental 
processes were used in the inventory subtraction test, and 10 
we~e used in the final subtraction test. This conclusion 
i 
stows that the oral basic addition and subtraction facts 
tr.~ough systematic practices have become automatic responses 
:150 
fclr the children. 
I As to the I.~.'s the five children who used the known 
~ me~tal processes the least in all tests had the following 
. \ 
I.~. 's: 120~ 113, 118, 97, and 130. The five children who 
I . 
us~d the known mental processes the most in all tests had the 
fo~lowing I.~. 1 s: 78, . 1 88, 107, 101, and 108. 
In making a conclusion one finds the same I.~. repeated 
'I 
in the tests as one of the first five I .Q.. 1 s to have used the 
knpwn mental processes the least. This·is also true in the 
fi~e I.~. 1 s to have used the known mental process the most. 
Th~refore in this particular study it can be said that an I.Q • 
. me isurement has the same stability in establishing the outcomes 
thioughout similar tests, but I.~. measurement does not pre-
di t corresponding success. 
D. Oral and Written Basic Addition Facts with Corresponding 
Subtraction Facts 
a. Introduction 
The test is divided into two parts: the oral and writ-
ten. These parts are divided into groups of basic 
addition.facts with corresponding subtraction facts 
so that at no time will the child be overburdened. 
These groups are tested at certain times. All groups 
are tested in the oral and written test. This test 
is given twice, once for the inventory test and once 
as the final test. 
\,, lThere are four 108 I. Q.. 1 s. 
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Test 
1. First Group 
Addition 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 4 2 5 3 6 8 7 9 
Subtraction 
1 1 2 4 3 5 7 8 6 9 10 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .. 1 
2:. Second Group -
Addition 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
0 2 1 3 5 7 4 6 g 
Subtraction 
2. 2 4 3 5 6 8 7 9 10 
0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ~ 2 
5. Third Group 
Addition 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3~ 3 
0 a 1 3 5 7 4 6 8 
Subtraction 
3 5 7 4 6 8 10 9 3 
0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
4. Fourth Group 
Addition 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
0 1 3 §; 5 4 6 
Subtraction --· ... 
4 5 8 6 7 8 10 9 ... -... -. 
0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
e. Fifth Group 
Addition 
5 5 5 5 5 5 
0 1 3 2 5 4 ,...-..,._, If 
t -?~;, -~r~~ J·' ·~- ··- ' Subtraction 
5 5 8 7 9 10 5 
5 5 5 5 5 5 0 .. ·•·h·-· 
";:. .. ~:.. .... ' 
-' 
f'*'-::·A. -~ 
'f 
,./ !• 
'' 
., . 
. . ~· ... ~ 
. - -~~1~~f%;¥v~.;:,;:._ ~ <c~·;..:i""*'~:~ 
6. 
rc. 
li 
Sixth Group 
Addition 
6 6 
0 4 
Subtraction 
6 7 
0 6 
Seventh Group 
Addition 
7 7 
0 3 
Subtraction 
6 
3 
9 
6 
7 
1 
6 6 
1 2 
8 10 6 
6 6 6 
7 
2 
8 
2 
8 
0 
7 9 8 10 
0 7 8 7 
8 10 
1 9 
8 
1 
9 
0 
9 10 
9 8 
9 
1 
9 
8 
8 
7 
8 
0 
9 
0 
b Administration 
1. Oral Test (Individual Test) 
1 
It is during this type of testing that the teacher 
can check the mental processes used by the children 
to discover the correct answer of an unknovm example. 
(After the t.eacher checks the mental process~ she 
will know the sou~ce of the child's difficulties.) 
(a) Material 
Paper and pencil 
12 small objects (acorns~ buttons, pennies, 
toothpicks, etc.) 
1 ruler 
Flash cards of one test group1 
Teacher's note book with child's name on each 
page (plenty of space to write teacher's 
Only one group tested in one day. 
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• 
observations down). 
(b) Procedure 
Child comes to teacher's desk. 
Teacher: 11Here are some number .facts on a card. 
I 1 d like to .find out· how many you know so that 
I can help you later with the di.f.ficult ones. 
I.f you don 1 t know the answer·s _, you may do any-
thing to help yoursei.f to get the right answer. 
Are you ready? n 
Teacher gives child pack o.f cards. 
Child says the example_, gives answer and removes 
card. I.f the answer is not correct_, the teach-
er will say, 11 That is not right.. Can you .find 
out the right answer?lt In notebook, teacher 
will jot down error and write mental process 
used in acquiring the correct answer. 
2. Written Test (Group Test) 
(a) Materials 
Each test is hectographed on paper ready .for 
distribution (not more than 10 children in a 
group_, only one test a day). 
12 objects (acorns, buttons, pennies, or tooth-
picks on each child 1 s desk) 
1 ruler on each child 1 s desk 
Teacher's notebook (Use the same child's page 
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to record oral and written errors) 
(b) Procedure 
e.-: Ten or less children are selected .for a testing 
c. Results 
group. Each one has materials on his desk. 
Teacher: ttwe are going to do some addition and 
subt~action .facts to see who can get the most 
right. I.f you need help in answe,ring_, you 
may make marks on your paper .. count~~he little 
objects_, use your ruler or do anything that 
will help you to get the answer. When I say, 
1 Stop, 1 you must stop. 11 · 
Pass out papers and give children time to write 
their names. (Sample test on next page) 
Rave teacher 1 s notebook handy so that errors and 
mental process can be recorded. Collect papers 
at the end o.f .fi.fteen minutes. 
As the tests were given .for the teacher to discover. 
individual needs, the res~lts are divided into two 
parts: children 1 s needs and teacher 1 s help to meet 
these needs. 
1. Child 1 s needs 
l 
(a) Errors made by each child was p1.aced on his indi-
vidual oak tag card 4! 11 by 6 11 • Child can work on 
his .facts anytime. 
ib) Teaching groups .for correction and syst~m~~ic 
practice were .formed. 
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Example Test Group 2 {Addition and Subtraction 
of' 2) 
Corrective Group I 
I.~Ys--88, 90, 108, 95, 105, 78, 104, 101 
Group II 
I.~Js--112, 89, 107, 108, 113, 115, 127, 103, 
101, 103 
All test groups have their corrective group. 
2. Teacher 1 s help 
(a) Notebook with the errors and mental process by 
child 1 s name 
(b) Charts with children's names and errors so that 
she can group class according to needs in errors 
and mental process 
(c) Parent can see where child's difficulties are. 
(d). Child can see vyhere his di'f'f'icul ties are. 
-, 
d Score 
The number wrong is the score. 
e. Tables 
II 
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Sample Individual Card 
The errors that each child made are placed on his 
individual card. This is kept at his desk for ~eference 
I -
and practice as he needs it. 
I 
A//on3-
1/- Lj_ 9 7 ft ~~ -)L -~ 
l 
£ 9 /£? ~ 
-;-LJ --~ -~ -:< 
~--~~-------------- ------~---~ 
• • 
---- ~-. 
- ·--
--TABLE X 
SUMMARY OF ERRORS MADE IN ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION COMBINATIONS 
WITH KNOWN MENTAL PROCESS USED,IN DESCENDING ORDER OF I.~. 
' 
Oral Tests Wr:ttten Tests 
• Addition Subtraction Addition j Subtraction 
}GE- K K K 
I.Q,. Inventory M Final M Inventory M Final M Inventory Final Inventory Final 
'il:est p Test p Test p Test p Test Test Test Test 
130 3 3 1 0 13 6 2 0 l 0 0 2 
127 11 7 5 1 19 7 7 0 2 0 18 20 
126 4 3" !5 0 8 6 5 0 0 0 0 0 
120 2 1 0 0 6 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 
118 1 1 1 0 6 2 3 0 2 1 9 6 
118 15 11 7 0 7 5 14 0 4 0 4 3 
118 8 5 4 0 9 8 10 0 0 0 8 0 
115 4 3 1 0 6 6 3 0 0 1 1 3 
115 ~ 9 5 2 0 14 7 8 0 4 0' 8 4 
114 I 6 5 3 2 4 3 3 0 0 1! 0 2 
113 1 1 ,. 1 o. 15 3 4 0 4 0 3 1 
112 6 4 2 0 17 7 1 0 5 3 6 8 
108 1 1 1 1 9 9 1 1 0 1 5 1 
108 12 3 3 2 13 4 5 0 0 12 11 0 
108 13 10 3 0 16 6 6 0 1 3 12 3 
108 16 7 5 0 17 9 11 0 7 14 5 9 
107 9 6 2 0 19 6 8 0 0 1 5 1 
107 12 12 2 0 23 8 11 0 2 1 2 6 
105 4 4 7 0 5 6 1 0 0 0 2 0 
~ 0'). 
0 
• 
,,, 
• 
' 
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TABLE X. (concluded) 
Oral Tests Written Tests 
Addition Subtraction Addition Subtraction 
IGf K K K 
I.Q;_. Inventory M Final 'M Inventory M Final M Inventory Final Inventory Final 
Test p Test p Test p Test .P Test Test Test Test 
105 17 5 5 0 25 4 2 0 l 14 12 0 
104 l l 5 l 14 8 10 4 10 9 3 4 
103 5 2 4 0 13 6 5 0 0 3 20 0 
101 7 6 0 0 7 3 8 0 5 0 ll 3 
101 10 7 l 0 18 ll 7 0 l 0 5 0 
97 8 6 l 0 10 5 5 0 2 0 12 l 
95 4 3 3 0 10 2 7 0 l 3 l l 
95 6 6 6 3 20 7 12 0 11 0 19 9 
90 22 7 14 2 38 9 30 l 32 l 37 24 
89 7 5 l l 22 6 5 0 4 0 5 4 
88 19 7 6 2 27 ll 7 3 23 2· 27 l 
83 9 6 4 1 6 6 l l 6 0 14 6 
78 12 12 0 2 17 ll 0 0 15 0 9 3 
Totals 264 165 97 18 453 203 202 10 205 36 274 125 
*Known Mental Process used 
Score is the number of errors made or number of mental processes used. 
~ ~ 
• • 
TABLE XI -- ~ 
SUMMARY OF CLASS ERRORS AND MENTAL PROCESSES USED IN EACH TEST 
Oral Tests Written Tests 
Test Addition Subtraction Addition Subtraction 
Setting Inventory M~} Final M Inventory M Final M Inventory Final Inventory Final Test p Test p Test p Test p Test Test Test Test 
First 13 16 0 0 19 9 0 0 53 0 19 8 
Second 40 24 25 1 45 27 41 0 57 9 . 35 20 
Third 59 28 27 2 103 33 38 4 36 7 66 24 
Fourth 49 25 21 12 83 34 35 1 17 4 68 18 
Fifth 36 25 ll l 78 33 34 1 6 6 25 17 
Sixth 40 24 11 1• 64 33 31 3 7 6 18 21 
Seventh 27 23 2 1 61 34 23 l 29 4 43 17 
-
Totals 264 165 97 18 453 203 202 10 205 36 274 125 
?!-Mental Process used 
Score is the number of errors made. 
~ 
.(V 
• • 
TABLE XII 
SETS ARRANGED IN DESCENDING ORDER OF TOTAL ERRORS 
Complete Total Total Oral Written 
Oral Addition Subtraction Addition Addition 
and Test Test and and 
Written Tests Subtraction Subtraction 
Third Third Third Third Third 
Fourth Second Second Fourth Second 
Second Fourth Fifth Fifth Fourth 
Fifth First Seventh Second Seventh 
Seventh Seventh Second Sixth First 
Sixth Sixth Sixth Seventh Fifth 
First Fifth First First Sixth 
/ i.64 
f'. Conclu ion 
] ach child had his card with his diff'icul t examples 
at his desk. At his convenience he practiced his examples. 
The eacher checked results. 
The class was divided into teaching groups to experi-
en e systematic practices on its difficult examples with 
· t e teacher. 
In the oral and written addition and subtraction in-
r ventory tests~ it was f'ound that the total errors 1196 
exceeded those of' the final test 460 by a decrease of' 
736 errors. The oral inventory test had 717 errors While 
the written inventory had 479. This may be explained that 
under close supervision of' the oral tests the first re-
sponse was checked while in the written test the child had 
an opportunity to change his responses. No check was made 
to see if the child did change his written responses. 
The same conclusions held in the f'inal tests. The 
! oral errors of' 299 exceeded those of the written test of' 
161 by 138 correct ·responses. 
The inventory addition errors were 469 while the f'inal 
!: errors were 133. The inventory subtraction errors were 
727 and the f'inal subtraction errors were 327. 
It was f'ound in all tests that subtraction errors 
exceeded the addition errors. Yet in all final tests an 
improvement was made over the inventory test. 
li 
I' I 
As to the test groups, it was found that the third 
group had the most errors, 360, while the first group 
had the least errors, 112. 
It is therefore shown that through systematic 
practices the errors in both processes decreased. 
At this time it can be stated in all the tests that 
the five children with the following I.~. 1s--120, 105, 
114, 115,and 108--had the least errors. The most errors 
were made by the following I.~.'s--90, 88, 127, 108, and 
95. A conclusion can be drawn for this particular study 
in that I.~. measurement does not predict success, but 
it does predict continuous relationships in similar 
tests. In other words I.~. measurement does not parallel 
ari tbmetic succes.s but it usually shows stability of 
growth or failure in similar tests for the same I.~. 
3. Conclusion 
Recognition of Money Denomination with Corresponding 
Va ues, Counting by Writing Number Symbols, Known Mental 
Prlcess Use in Oral Basic Addition Facts with Corresponding 
I Su traction Facts, and Oral and Written Basic Addition Facts 
wi r Corresponding SubtracUon Facts are the tests. (There 
is\~ brief conclusion at the end of each test.) The same 
tet~ was given twice, once as an inventory test and once as 
a j~nal test. Each inventory test was analyzed as to the 
chlld 1 s di.f'.f'iculties, his group placement and his I.Q.. 
:165 
co]rared with the success of the arithmetic progress. Each 
in ,entory test was studied as to the results of the whole 
cl,
1
rs. This was compared with the results of the final test: 
A,.. F-ecognition of Money Denomination with Corresponding Values 
The i~ventory score was 58 errors and the final score 
was 13 errors. An increase of 45 correct responses was 
made i·n the final test. 
B. founting by Writing Number Symbols 
'\ The inventory test had 27 children who wrote number 
symbols from 0 to 149. In the final test 27 children 
wrote number symbols from 0 to 450. Twenty children 
showed an increase over the highest written Sy!nbol of 
the inventory test. 
C. ~novvn Mental Process Usedin Oral Basic Addition Facts 
with Corresponding Subtraction Facts 
In the inventory tests 368 known mental processes were 
used while 28 were used in the final test. A decrease 
of 340 known mental process was shown in the final test. 
D. Oral and Written Basic Addition Facts with Corresponding 
!fubtraction Facts 
I! 
· In the inventory tests 1196 errors were made while in 
the final test 460 errors were made. This shows a de-
duction of 736 errors in the final test. 
All tests showed an improvement after the children had 
sy~~ematic practices on the correction of their errors. 
.1.66 
~67 
In this study the I.~. measurement did not predict sue-
• 
ce s~ but it usually predicts stability of success or failure I 
ofithe same I.~. throughout the tests. These I.~. 's did make 
an improvement but usually their position in comparison with 
th class results stayed the same. 
Therefore this writer can say that with meaningful 
sytematic practices the child's arithmetic ability will I pr~gress. 
.)."' 
CW\.PTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Purpose 
The purpose of this service paper was to develop a 
se~ond-grade arithmetic grocery store unit through systematic 
prlctioes in mathematically meaningful and socially signifi-
ca, t experiences to evaluate some possible significances of 
li 
th unit approach. 
2. Procedure 
The procedure was to examine the class to discover the 
po entialities of a second-grade grocery unit. 
A. Interests 
It was found through questioning this second grade that 
tw~nty-three of the thirty-two children shop for their parents 
at the neighborhood store. Therefore~ the grocery store would 
be ~ unit to provide socially significant experiences for 
th s class. It would meet the child 1 s interests. The plan 
fo1 1 an on-growing unit to keep this interest must be prepared 
by ~he teacher. 
i ~ 
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B. 'Abilities 
The children's backgrounds and school records were 
It st1died to help establish each child's potential abilities. 
• 
Th€ primary Pintner General Ability Tests, Verbal Series1 
wa~ given to each child to find out his intelligence quotient. 
The study of the child's abilities and the child's readi-
ne~~ proved a very important factor in this study. 
c. reeds 
I! The arithmetic needs were fo~~d by studying three sources: 
secllnd-grade courses of study and workbooks, the class shop-
pin~ experiences, and individual tests. The skills that should 
be [et meaningfully in a second-grade arithmetic grocery store 
uniJ were previously planned for by the teacher. Inventory 
tesJs were given for Recognition of Money Denominations with 
Corlesponding Values, Counting by Writing Number Symbols, 
Kno~ Mental Processes Used in Oral Basic Addition Facts with 
Corresponding Subtraction Facts, and Oral and Written Addition 
Facvs with Corresponding Subtraction Facts. 
3. Conclusions 
The children's interest in this second-grade arithmetic 
gro ,, ery store unit continued through the unit. When the 
per:od was over the children continue~ to bring material to 
li d . be p.se ln the store. The teacher by organizing teaching 
I 
! 
lR. Pintner, B. V. Cunningham and W. N. Durost, Pintner 
Gen,ral Ability Tests: Verbal Series, Pintner-Cunningham Primar 
Tes~ Form C (Primary), World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson,l9 3. 
1': 
l,j 
gr ups for the children with the same difficulties, helped 
II 
to ·I correct many errors and give systematic practices to the 
children. Bruecbner says, 11Every basic fact to be meaningful 
to the pupil must be a symbolic representation of some ex-
pe·ience which he has had or can visualize.tt1 
"Systematic practice with abstract·numbers is as essen-
ti ,,1 for mastery of basic facts as concrete experiences are 
fo JJ number functional. nZ 
I 
wi 1 
ti!n 
only 
fiif activities are chosen carefully the pupils probably 
become familiar with all the basic facts in both addi-
and subtraction, but they should be expected to master 
a limited number of them. 1! 3 
With these three throughts in mind, the teacher can help 
he groups to grow mathematically. In all the tests the 
ch ld~en made improvement. The records are in the test con-
cl sions of Chapter V. By discovering the children's known 
me•tal process the teacher has the source of the child 1 s dif-
fi,ulty. She can develop the child 1 s mental processes to 
syltematic thinking. The results of this test prove invalua-
bl to the writer for better teaching. 
I.~. measurement gave litt~e if any help in predicting 
su.cess. 
II 
It was discovered that usually the same I.Q. 
·; 1Lee J. Bruechner, F. E. Grossnickle, 
mepic Meaningful, John C. Winston Company, 
Ch 5, p. 188. 
2Ibid., Ch. 5, p. 191. 
3Ibid., Ch. 5, p. 189. 
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pr dieted the same results in similar tests. 
Throughout the unit the arithmetic skills mentioned in 
Ch pter III were experienced but not tested. Meaningful 
sy~tematic practices were experienced during the unit. An 
ex~lanation of such is through Chapters III and IV. Bruechner 
saw-s, 
11 The effectiveness of instruction can be measured 
by the extent to which the objectives are being 
achieved. . . . 
11 Those who insist on a well-rounded program deal-
ing with the social and mathematical phases of arith-
metic maintain that such a program will not only result 
in the satisfactory development of the computational 
skills but also in the enrichment of learning and the 
well-rounded development of the personality of the 
learner. Ill 
"When one considers the wide range of valuable 
outcomes growing out of these units, there can be lit-
tle doubt that they should increasingly become a part 
of the arithmetic program. When they supplement a 
well-planned program of subject matter units, they 
add vitality and life to learning. 11 2 
.The writer hopes that in this service paper she has 
s own the value of teaching arithmetic meaningfully in the 
s ~cially significant second-grade arithmetic grocery store 
II 
u:it. She believes that a unit should be systematically 
panned yet elastic enough to meet the incidental·arithmetic 
t at might occur. She believes that systematic practices 
I . 
s ·lOuld follow meaningful exper1ences and that the systematic 
practices should be a meaningful as well as socially 
1Ibid., Ch. 4, pp. 148-149. 
2Ibid., Ch. 4, p. 152. 
j 
• 
s 'gnificant experience to the child . 
• 
4. Limitations 
Before starting the unit it would have been better to 
h;
1
ve tested each skill. At the close of the unit, the same 
t~st could be repeated. The evaluation of this study would 
b~ more profitable to the reader. Only four outcomes could b~ evaluated in this study. 
The plans for checking the mental processes used in the 
~ritten basic addition facts with corresponding subtraction 
f cts were well made. The actual class testing time was 
1 mited, and the mental process could not be checked. 
As a unit is not a cut and dried method of teaching, it 
i sometimes difficult to evaluate all outcomes. 
5. Further Study 
a. The writer found the value of knowing each child 1 s 
m«ntal process so important that a study of the oral and 
w itten basic addition and subtraction facts with correspond-
I 
i::t'lg mental process should be made. 
b. Other skills than tested in this unit should be 
tE 11sted to find out if they are as successfully taught in 
s<,cially significant experiences . 
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